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Autonomous Vertical Autorotation for Unmanned Helicopters
Konstantinos Dalamagkidis
ABSTRACT
Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are considered the stepping stone for the integration
of civil unmanned vehicles in the National Airspace System (NAS) because of their low cost and
risk. Such systems are aimed at a variety of applications including search and rescue, surveillance,
communications, traffic monitoring and inspection of buildings, power lines and bridges. Amidst
these systems, small helicopters play an important role because of their capability to hold a posi-
tion, to maneuver in tight spaces and to take off and land from virtually anywhere. Nevertheless
civil adoption of such systems is minimal, mostly because of regulatory problems that in turn are
due to safety concerns.
This dissertation examines the risk to safety imposed by UAS in general and small helicopters
in particular, focusing on accidents resulting in a ground impact. To improve the performance of
small helicopters in this area, the use of autonomous autorotation is proposed. This research goes
beyond previous work in the area of autonomous autorotation by developing an on-line, model-
based, real-time controller that is capable of handling constraints and different cost functions.
The approach selected is based on a non-linear model-predictive controller, that is augmented by
a neural network to improve the speed of the non-linear optimization. The immediate benefit of
this controller is that a class of failures that would otherwise result in an uncontrolled crash and
possible injuries or fatalities can now be accommodated. Furthermore besides simply landing the
helicopter, the controller is also capable of minimizing the risk of serious injury to people in the
area. This is accomplished by minimizing the kinetic energy during the last phase of the descent.
The presented research is designed to benefit the entire UAS community as well as the public, by
allowing for safer UAS operations, which in turn also allow faster and less expensive integration
of UAS in the NAS.
xiv
Chapter 1: Introduction
The field of robotics has expanded greatly over the last few decades beyond the automated man-
ufacturing field. One of the advances relates to the use of unmanned aircraft that have repeatedly
demonstrated major potential for diverse applications in the military, civil and public domains. It
is noteworthy that unmanned aircraft have already logged hundreds of thousands of hours over the
battlefield and that the U.S. Congress, identifying the advantages of this technology, has mandated
in Public Law 106-398 that one third of the aircraft in the operational deep strike force should be
unmanned by 2010.
Nevertheless not all aircraft are equal. Helicopters present unique characteristics that make them
particularly suitable for a number of applications. These characteristics include the ability to ho-
ver, maneuver in tight spaces and the lack of a requirement for take-off and landing infrastructure.
As a consequence, there is significant interest for the use of unmanned helicopters in diverse appli-
cations and tasks.
1.1 Motivation
According to public opinion, unmanned aircraft in general and unmanned helicopters in particular
are less safe than their manned counterparts. This is also reflected in restrictive public policy cur-
rently governing unmanned operations. Furthermore, helicopters in general have been described as
“ungainly, aerodynamic mavericks” [11], since they exhibit a complex aerodynamic performance
that is extremely difficult to accurately predict. As a result, controlling a helicopter requires sig-
nificant effort and constant attention. This is also signified from a phrase common among pilots;
“Airplanes want to fly, helicopters want to crash”.
Several of the applications aimed at unmanned helicopters concern urban environments. This
poses a risk to lives and property in the case of on-board failures, if the latter result in uncontrolled
flight termination. Current literature has addressed this issue by making unmanned aircraft fault-
tolerant. This means that if a failure occurs the helicopter reconfigures its control policy adapting
to the new situation. Depending on the failure, it may continue towards completing the next ob-
jective or return to base for repairs. Nevertheless, there are failures that cannot be accommodated
by reconfiguration alone. Major failures may not allow continued flight and the helicopter will be
forced to land immediately.
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A maneuver available to helicopter pilots to bring a helicopter safely to the ground even after
loss of power to the main rotor is autorotation. This maneuver, described in more detail in Sec-
tion 3.2.3, reduces the vertical speed of the helicopter just before touchdown and is usable in un-
manned helicopters too, regardless of their size.
Although optimal autorotation trajectories have been investigated several decades ago, autono-
mous autorotation has remained largely unexplored until very recently. The possible benefits of
introducing this capability in unmanned helicopters is the main driving force behind this research.
1.2 Problem Statement
Depending on the functionality available to an unmanned helicopter after a failure, it may be pos-
sible to continue flight or it may be necessary to terminate flight immediately. In the latter case
an uncontrolled crash is not necessarily inevitable. Under certain conditions it may be possible to
control the helicopter and land it safely.
The focus of this dissertation is on helicopter failures that jeopardize or completely preclude con-
tinued flight even under manual control, but can be accommodated by an on-board emergency
flight controller and immediate flight termination. Such failures include loss of power or control
to the tail and possibly main rotor and in manned helicopters are addressed using autorotation to
bring the helicopter safely to the ground.
The goal of this research is to develop an appropriate controller that can perform the autorotation
maneuver autonomously, without violating performance and safety requirements. This controller
can in the future be integrated into a redundant safety system that can safely land an unmanned
helicopter when the latter suffers failures that do not allow continued flight.
The next section reviews current literature on unmanned autorotation, starting from the earlier
work on autorotation trajectory optimization. This sets the background for the introduction of the
approach used in this research, which follows in Section 1.4.
1.3 History and State of the Art of Autonomous Autorotation
Autorotation is a phenomenon that distinguishes helicopters from fixed-wing aircraft and allows
them to maintain lift and control in the case of engine failure [54]. Although the concept of au-
torotation was known for years, the person credited for applying autorotation for recovery of he-
licopters is Pescara. His third helicopter design was completed in 1923 and included features that
allowed autorotation in the case of engine failure [56]. Successful autorotations have been carried
out as far back as 1937, first by Ewald Rohlfs, the test pilot of the Fw 61 and a few months later by
the Breguet-Dorand coaxial helicopter [54, 56, 60].
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In the late 1970s, the NASA Ames Research Center was involved in work on autorotation op-
timization. Specifically in 1977, Johnson derived a non-linear autorotation model that includes
vertical as well as longitudinal movement [42]. The optimal control was derived using a cost func-
tion that minimized horizontal and vertical speed at touchdown. The derivation of the control
law was based on iterative numerical integration forwards and then backwards between the two
boundary points and updating using the steepest descent method. Johnson also proved that the
optimal trajectory after power loss in hover is purely vertical. The results were then compared with
the performance of a modified Bell OH-58A carrying a High Energy Rotor System (HERS) during
flight tests. These tests were performed in 1976 as part of a Bell Helicopter Company research
project sponsored by the U.S. Army [18]. A year later, Talbot and Schroers published their own
work on determining the minimum autorotative descent rate for single rotor helicopters based on
the minimum power for level flight [75]. The resulting model included empirical correction factors
as well as a methodology to obtain estimates of the minimum power in level flight.
In 1985, in Stanford, Allan Yeow-Nam Lee enhanced Johnson’s work by introducing state in-
equality constraints that were converted to equality using slack variables [51]. The controller was
derived by numerical parameter optimization using the Sequential Gradient Restoration technique
(an iterative method). Lee obtained results for descents both from hover and from forward flight
and compared them with the flight test data of the HERS program.
Although Johnson and Lee derived optimal autorotation trajectories, the issue of autonomous au-
torotation was not addressed until almost two decades later, specifically in 2004. In Japan, Hazawa
et al. [36] developed two autorotation models, one non-linear derived from first principles and one
linear. The parameters of the latter were identified using a neural network. A PI controller was
then used to land a small unmanned helicopter in simulation.
In a continuation of the work of Johnson and Lee, Aponso et al. presented their own method to op-
timize the trajectory and control inputs for a full-size helicopter during an autorotation landing [8].
The model used was the same to that Johnson derived and the optimization problem was solved
using sequential quadratic programming. The goal of their work was to provide autorotation guid-
ance to ensure the survival of sensitive sensors and data stored on-board the helicopter in the case
of non-catastrophic failures. A significant drawback of their method is that it pre-calculates the
control inputs and the trajectory before entering the autorotation maneuver and as a result is not
robust with respect to modeling errors and outside interference. Because of this mismatch between
model and simulation, a flare law was necessary, that forces the flare to occur at 30 ft. Their work
was evaluated against a high fidelity Bell 206 simulator.
During 2008, two groups published research results on autonomous autorotation, both using ma-
chine learning techniques. In the first approach [4], the controller was trained using pre-recorded
pilot reference autorotations that provided a model of the aircraft and the “ideal” trajectory. The
landing itself was achieved by forcing the helicopter to hover at 0.5m. The performance of the
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controller was demonstrated using a small unmanned helicopter (XCell Tempest). However, using
a human pilot as a reference for training can be problematic since the limitations of a human pilot
are incorporated into the design and the performance will be, at best, as good as a human pilot.
Furthermore it does not allow for different objectives and large deviations from the conditions
under which the experiments were recorded.
The second approach was a straightforward application of reinforcement learning to train a con-
troller using the Johnson model, cost function and experimental data [53]. The final state-action
space has 10 dimensions and was covered using radial basis functions whose parameters were
updated using backpropagation. After 9000 epochs the number of radial basis functions was about
19,000 and the success rate around 80%. In this approach the accuracy of the simulation model
used is very important. Furthermore the controller needs to be repeatedly trained under all possible
conditions. In a problem with high state dimensionality this can lead to a large computational load.
1.4 Methodology
Current proposed methods for autonomous autorotation have one or more significant drawbacks
that do not allow them to be incorporated as they are in current and future aircraft. In order to be
usable by a wide range of helicopters, a complete autonomous autorotation controller is required.
This controller should be capable of real-time operation and be robust to sensor errors and envi-
ronmental disturbances.
Under normal autorotation, the objective is to minimize the helicopter sink rate just before touch-
down, thus avoiding damage to the aircraft and harming its occupants. Nevertheless, in the case
of unmanned helicopters the objective of the autonomous autorotation controller can be different.
This is because – as will be discussed in Chapter 2 – the primary concern is to minimize the risk
for human injuries or fatalities, even at the expense of significant damage to the helicopter itself.
As a result the approach used in this work will also feature configurable cost functions. These
cost functions are tuned to minimize the sink rate at altitudes higher than touchdown. This will
give time to people to avoid the aircraft and clear the area as well as reduce the kinetic energy on
impact if someone is unable to evacuate the landing site.
Other key characteristics of the proposed approach include the use of an internal helicopter model,
the capability of handling constraints and independent operation from the nominal control system.
The use of a model-based approach allows easy reconfiguration for different helicopter types,
while the independence from the nominal control system increases reliability. The constraint han-
dling capability is important for operating within mechanical, structural and aerodynamic toler-
ances, as well as for achieving safety goals. To achieve the characteristics described above, a non-
linear model predictive control (NMPC) approach has been chosen.
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It should be noted that the NMPC is designed to control only the vertical movement of the heli-
copter. Lateral, longitudinal and angular motion is to be controlled by a separate controller. The
latter controller is responsible for keeping the aircraft level and maintaining position, thus ensuring
vertical flight and safe touchdown. Although the nominal controller can be used to achieve the
required behavior, it may be preferable to use an independent system for safety reasons.
Current applications for unmanned helicopters typically require hovering at relatively low altitudes
of a few hundred meters. Since the sink rate during autorotation can be significant, the whole
maneuver may take only a few seconds to complete making manual intervention difficult, if not
impossible. Furthermore on-board processing capacity of small unmanned helicopters is limited,
which in turn imposes bounds on the computational complexity of the controller if real-time op-
eration is to be achieved. To meet these performance requirements the NMPC is augmented by a
recurrent neural network that is responsible for the non-linear optimization.
1.5 Summary of Contributions
The solution presented in this dissertation concerns the design of a controller that can land un-
manned helicopters using autorotation. The proposed controller improves on current solutions
by combining the benefits of model-based designs (robustness, configurability, state constraint
handling) with those using machine learning techniques (real-time operation).
Furthermore, this dissertation also presents a methodology for analyzing the risk stemming from
ground impact accidents involving unmanned aircraft. This methodology is used to assess the ben-
efits of using autonomous autorotation capabilities and to derive cost functions that are compatible
with safety objectives.
The major contribution of this research is the development of an autonomous autorotation sys-
tem that can significantly decrease the risk to people on the ground from unmanned helicopter
operations. This is achieved by designing the controller cost function so that the kinetic energy is
appropriately minimized. Nevertheless, the aforementioned system also reduces the probability of
damages to the helicopter itself.
Due to the lower risk to human life, the unmanned helicopter reliability requirements can be low-
ered without compromising current safety levels. It is also possible to fly over areas with higher
population densities without violating safety limits. As a result, a long-term benefit of this re-
search is that it facilitates fast and safe integration of unmanned helicopters in the national airspace
system. In addition to commercial and military operations, this will also benefit all the areas of
unmanned aircraft research by providing researchers with safer platforms to advance their work
with.
Finally, another contribution is that the proposed controller is applicable to helicopters of all sizes.
Therefore, it is possible in the future to adapt this system for use in manned helicopters, either
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to provide guidance to the pilot or to perform the autorotation autonomously. This will lead to
an increase in helicopter operations’ safety, especially with respect to failure conditions that are
difficult to handle manually, such as tail rotor failures.
1.6 Definitions
This section includes definitions of commonly used terms in aviation.
1.6.1 Air Traffic Control
Air Traffic Control (ATC) is a service provided under appropriate authority to promote the safe,
orderly and expeditious flow of air traffic [5].
1.6.2 Airworthiness
In order for any aircraft to fly legally in the U.S., airworthiness must first be demonstrated. Ac-
cording to the Federal Aviation Administration, there are two conditions that need to be met in
order for an aircraft to be considered airworthy; it must conform to its type certificate including
any supplemental certificates, and it must be in a condition that ensures safe operation [25]. For
aircraft that are not type certified, compliance with the second condition is adequate. Besides
standard certification, special airworthiness certificates are also available, usually for experimental
or special purpose aircraft.
1.6.3 Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR)
Aviation regulations in the U.S. are collected and codified in the Code of Federal Regulations, Ti-
tle 14, Chap. I and are known as the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR). The FAR is comprised of
different parts related to airworthiness certification for different aircraft types (21-39), maintenance
(43), registration and marking (45-49), pilot certification (61-67), airspace classes (71-77) and
operating rules (91-99) among others.
1.6.4 Flare
Flare refers to the end of the autorotation maneuver just before landing. During flare collective is
increased to lower the sink rate and cushion the landing. It is also common to include an increase
in pitch to reduce forward velocity if any.
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1.6.5 General Aviation
General Aviation is a term used to describe all non-military and non-airline flying, encompassing
everything from recreational aircraft to experimental aircraft to privately owned and operated
business jets [5].
1.6.6 National Airspace System
The National Airspace System (NAS) refers to the common network of U.S. airspace, air naviga-
tion facilities, equipment and services, airports or landing areas [5].
1.6.7 Public and Civil Aircraft
Aircraft are categorized based on their ownership as public or state when they are owned and
operated by public entities like federal agencies or local law enforcement, and civil when they are
owned by industry or private parties [37].
1.6.8 Sink Rate and Autorotative Sink Rate
The velocity with which a helicopter descents is known as the sink rate. High sink rates at touch-
down can damage the landing system and cause injuries to people on-board.
The autorotative sink rate refers to the sink rate where no energy is added or subtracted from the
main rotor and is a function of rotor rpm. If the sink rate increases beyond the autorotative value
corresponding to the current rotor rpm, the rotor rpm will also increase and vice versa.
1.6.9 Unmanned Aircraft System
The term UAV or Unmanned Aerial Vehicle has been used for several years but recently the U.S.
Department of Defense, followed by the Federal Aviation Administration and the European Avi-
ation Safety Agency, adopted the term UAS or Unmanned Aircraft System. This was meant to
signify that UAS are aircraft and as such, airworthiness will need to be demonstrated and that
they are also systems consisting of ground control stations, communication links and launch and
retrieval systems in addition to the aircraft itself.
The FAA has defined an Unmanned Aircraft or UA as [29]:
A device used or intended to be used for flight in the air that has no onboard pi-
lot. This includes all classes of airplanes, helicopters, airships, and translational lift
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aircraft that have no onboard pilot. Unmanned aircraft are understood to include only
those aircraft controllable in three axes and therefore, exclude traditional balloons.
It should be noted that the term UAS does not necessarily mean an autonomous system. It is actu-
ally more common for UAS to be remotely operated, often by a person that is a qualified pilot for
that type of aircraft.
1.7 Dissertation Outline
The dissertation begins with an account of safety considerations surrounding UAS operations.
This provides the background motivation behind the research carried out. It is followed by a chap-
ter on the aerodynamics of vertical helicopter flight which closes with a fundamental model of
vertical autorotation. This model is used as the basis for a model predictive controller discussed
in Chapter 4. The results of extensive simulation testing of the aforementioned controller is the
subject of Chapter 5. The last chapter of this dissertation presents the conclusions derived from the
research and future improvement suggestions.
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Chapter 2: Unmanned Aircraft Safety Considerations
This chapter presents safety considerations regarding Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) op-
erations. Current public policy reflects a reluctance of national aviation agencies in integrating
unmanned aircraft with manned air traffic. This is mostly due to concerns on the safety of people
and property that are not sufficiently addressed by current technology. As a result and despite the
fact that UAS have several potential applications, their use is severely limited.
The first half of this chapter describes the current status of unmanned aircraft policy focusing on
the U.S. It presents the current safety record of manned aviation and how that can be the basis of
a safety evaluation of UAS. The second half investigates in more detail ground impact accidents.
The reduction of the severity and the possible damages following the latter provides the motivation
for proposing an emergency system for unmanned helicopters, which is the subject of this disserta-
tion.
2.1 Introduction
In the United States, federal law gives the Secretary of Transportation and the Administrator of
the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) the responsibility of the economic and safety regulation of the
aviation industry. To fulfill this obligation, they are given the authority to conduct investigations,
prescribe regulations, standards, and procedures, and issue orders [1]. Federal law assigns safety
and security the highest priorities in air commerce as stated in [3]. Regarding the safety implica-
tions of new technologies, the statutory mandate of the FAA requires [2]:
... before authorizing new air transportation services, evaluating the safety im-
plications of those services; and preventing deterioration in established safety pro-
cedures, recognizing the clear intent, encouragement, and dedication of Congress
to further the highest degree of safety in air transportation and air commerce, and to
maintain the safety vigilance that has evolved in air transportation and air commerce
and has come to be expected by the traveling and shipping public.
Over the last decade the interest for civil as well as public UAS operations has steadily increased.
Stakeholders are requesting National Airspace System (NAS) access with rules similar to those
for manned aviation. On the other hand safety concerns are working against a quick integration of
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UAS in the NAS. The following excerpt from a talk of Mr. N. A. Sabatini, Associate Administra-
tor for Aviation Safety before the House aviation subcommittee [22] is indicative of the concerns
of all aviation authorities:
... there is a missing link in terms of technology today that prevents these aircraft
from getting unrestricted access to the NAS ...
Despite these problems, many countries have established preliminary operational guidelines that
allow limited operations in their respective NAS. For safety reasons UAS flight is currently seg-
regated from the rest of the air traffic with the use of Notices to Airmen (NOTAM) [31]. At the
same time, national aviation authorities in cooperation with industry, academia and international
organizations are preparing roadmaps, airworthiness and design standards as well as policy.
2.2 Current Certification Paths and Operational Guidelines in the U.S.
Currently, flight of public UAS in the U.S. is authorized on a per-case basis and after a Certificate
of Authorization (COA) application is filed at least 60 days prior to commencement of operations.
The COA is issued after submission of required documentation and an analysis performed by the
FAA Air Traffic Division to determine that an Equivalent Level of Safety (ELOS) with that of
manned aviation is achieved. COA applications for public UAS are approved based on compliance
with MIL-HDBK-516 “Airworthiness certification criteria” or other approved policies listed in
[29] and are normally effective for up to one year. It should be noted that the certification basis is
the responsibility of the public agency operating the UAS [76]. It is also noteworthy that a COA
is typically issued for a specific region of operations, UAS and operation type. Nevertheless an
exception to that rule was made with a national COA that was issued to the United States Air
Force for operating Global Hawk in the NAS, primarily for training purposes [79].
According to current FAA policy, COA applications are accepted only for public UAS. Civil UAS
can instead get a special certificate under the experimental category, a policy prototyped in 2007
[76]. Currently experimental certificates are available for research and development, crew training
and market survey purposes and are issued based on Order 8130.34 [27]. According to that order,
the application must be accompanied by a program letter, a safety checklist, charts of the area of
operations, training manuals, pilot and medical certificates. The program letter details the charac-
teristics of the UAS, the purpose and type of operations, the area of operations, safety measures
taken, etc. Before issuance of the certificate, FAA personnel will conduct a safety evaluation of the
documentation provided, followed by an on-site inspection.
Operations under an experimental certificate are possible for up to one year and are subject to the
same restrictions imposed for that category in Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 21 [26]
and possibly additional provisions set by the FAA, specifying other operational requirements
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[37]. It should be noted that the FAA considers both the COA and special airworthiness certificate
processes as interim measures [68].
Despite the regulatory problems, a significant interest for the use of UAS was demonstrated with
the number of COA applications. In 2005 the FAA issued 50 COA and more than 100 were issued
in 2006 [15, 92]. At the same time and by early 2008, 28 special airworthiness certificates had
been issued [69] and several more are pending [16]. Nevertheless due to the high load, the FAA
decided in 2007 to reduce the number of special airworthiness certificates issued, to four per year
[76].
UAS operations are also possible without a COA or an experimental airworthiness certificate
for operators that have access to restricted airspace. This kind of operations can take place in
coordination with the authority responsible for controlling that airspace and under any restrictions
deemed necessary.
All UAS operations are subject to the guidelines established in the “Interim Operational Approval
Guidance 08-01” [29]. A requirement of major importance to the FAA concerns what is known
as “see-and-avoid” which is crucial in avoiding mid-air collisions with other aircraft. Current
guidance presents three alternatives; segregation of operations, the presence of qualified observers
unless operating in instrument flight rules (IFR) conditions or adequate on-board see and avoid
(S&A) capability. Observers can be either on the ground or on-board a chase aircraft, but must
maintain constant communication with the UAS operator and assure collision avoidance. In addi-
tion to that, radio communication with Air Traffic Control (ATC) should be available to the UAS
operator. A recommendation is also made on avoiding flying over trafficked roads and open-air
assemblies while flight over populated areas is allowed only in disaster relief or other emergency
situations. To enhance safety, guidelines require the presence of a facility allowing the pilot to take
over control, sufficient system redundancy or when not possible a flight termination system, as
well as of provisions to recover the UAS in the case of loss of the communications link.
Several aviation agencies have also prepared guidelines for light UAS, aircraft with low maximum
take-off weight. Although the weight limit differs between countries, the operating restrictions
are typically more relaxed because of the lower perceived risk. Such systems are considered the
entry point for civil commercial applications in the future because of their low cost, portability and
smaller associated risks [81]. In the U.S. this process has started with the formation of the small
UAS aviation rulemaking committee in April of 2008 [28]. A year later the committee published a
set of recommendations for small UAS [30]. It was recommended that small UAS include aircraft
up to 55 lbs or 25 kg and should be divided into four classes with different operational require-
ments. It should also be noted that the committee did not reach consensus on a number of matters
[30] and as a result it may take some time before its work is introduced into the FAR.
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2.3 Equivalent Level of Safety
Although the goal of assuring safety of operations is clear, specifying this goal in terms of de-
sign and operation requirements has proved difficult. According to the JAA/EUROCONTROL
UAS Task Force as well as the EASA, one of the guiding principles for UAS regulation should be
“equivalence”, and based on that, they assert the following [20, 44]:
Regulatory airworthiness standards should be set to be no less demanding than those
currently applied to comparable manned aircraft nor should they penalize UAS sys-
tems by requiring compliance with higher standards simply because technology per-
mits.
This principle has been adopted by most national aviation agencies worldwide and is known as
the “Equivalent Level of Safety” or ELOS requirement. Nevertheless there is also some criticism
aimed at the usefulness of this principle, because of the difficulty in quantifying what exactly the
ELOS requirement entails. In any case, to define the ELOS, requirements of current regulations
for manned aviation need first be investigated.
2.3.1 Manned Aviation Requirements
Manned aviation all over the world is regulated through a code of requirements. These require-
ments usually take the form of standards for various aircraft subsystems and for all stages of de-
sign, manufacture and operation the final system must adhere to [34]. Use of standards ensures
that the components of the system are reliable enough so that the whole system is compliant with
set Target Level of Safety (TLS).
Nevertheless current regulations also contain safety targets found in paragraph 1309 of current
Certification Specifications (CS) or the corresponding Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC)
sections. These targets are typically presented as a risk system that categorizes events based on
their severity and assigns a maximum rate of occurrence for each event category.
Figure 2.1 presents the risk system proposed in the 1309 AMC section of EASA CS 25. The risk
system in question defines failure conditions that include injuries and/or fatalities as hazardous
while those resulting in multiple fatalities as catastrophic [21]. It then assigns a maximum accept-
able frequency of occurrence of 10−7 h−1 and 10−9 h−1 to the former and latter respectively [21].
The risk reference system presented in Figure 2.1 does not apply to all aircraft. Variations exist
for smaller or different types of aircraft. This is because it was found that applying certification
standards developed for transport category aircraft to smaller ones, lead to unrealistically high
equipment reliability requirements [24]. In addition to that, the results of accident investigations
showed that the main cause of manned aviation accidents is pilot error. As such, high equipment
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Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor
Probable > 10−5 h−1
Remote < 10−5 h−1
Extremely remote < 10−7 h−1
Extremely Improbable < 10−9 h−1
Figure 2.1: Risk reference system for large manned aircraft (the grayed areas signify unacceptable
risk). Source: [21]
reliability would have only a minor effect on overall aviation safety. In 1999 the FAA issued AC
23.1309-1C that contains AMC for aircraft certified based on FAR Part 23. With this document,
four classes of aircraft within that category where defined, each with different acceptable probabil-
ities for failure conditions, as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: FAR Part 23 aircraft classes and corresponding acceptable failure condition probability
based on severity as defined in AC 23-1309-1C. Source: [24]
Aircraft class Minor Major Hazardous Catastrophic
Class I (< 2,720 kg, SRE) 10−3 h−1 10−4 h−1 10−5 h−1 10−6 h−1
Class II (< 2,720 kg, STE, MRE) 10−3 h−1 10−5 h−1 10−6 h−1 10−7 h−1
Class III (> 2,720 kg, SRE, MRE, STE, MTE) 10−3 h−1 10−5 h−1 10−7 h−1 10−8 h−1
Class IV (commuter) 10−3 h−1 10−5 h−1 10−7 h−1 10−9 h−1
Use of the risk reference system employed in manned aviation for UAS is not straightforward
because of the wide range of UAS sizes and characteristics. In addition to that, UAS depend on the
on-board flight control system and/or the communication link to operate, introducing additional
failure modes that may increase the total number of accidents for the same reliability requirement.
Nevertheless, even if said requirements are adapted as they are to a number of UAS classes, they
may still lead to unnecessarily high reliability requirements. This is due to the fact that UAS do
not carry passengers and, as a result, the probability of injuries and fatalities after an accident is
greatly reduced, compared with that of general aviation or transport aircraft. The average number
and severity of injuries per accident is also expected to be lower. The following sections detail
some of the differences between UAS and manned aircraft that need be taken into account when
defining the ELOS requirement.
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2.3.1.1 Applications
Traditionally, safety levels have been considered under the assumption that the vast majority of
manned aircraft fly in point-to-point operations transporting people or goods. This implies that a
significant portion of their flight time is spent over less densely populated areas. This assumption
has been taken into account for aviation safety regulations lowering the required reliability levels
[20], but does not hold for UAS. This is especially true for surveillance/patrolling applications,
where UAS are required to loiter over specific areas. It is obvious that if such areas under con-
sideration have very low population (borders, forests, etc.), then, the safety level requirement
obtained for manned aviation would be over-conservative; on the contrary, if the UAS is required
to loiter over a metropolitan area, this safety level would be inadequate.
2.3.1.2 Sacrificability
Early, abnormal flight termination, regardless of whether it is controlled or not, is a major concern
for manned aviation due to the high probability of fatalities associated with it. Any failure con-
dition that can lead to such an accident is typically considered catastrophic and the lowest prob-
ability of occurrence needs to be demonstrated. This also entails imposing the strictest reliability
requirements on related equipment.
In the case of UAS an uncontrolled ground impact may still be considered a catastrophic accident.
Nevertheless it is acceptable – and possibly desirable – to allow a UAS to crash in a controlled
manner, if that would minimize the risk to people and property.
2.3.1.3 Pilot Physically Removed from Cockpit
An aircraft pilot is intimately aware of the surroundings as well as the performance of the aircraft.
Vibrations, smells, noise, controller feel and other indicators of possible failures are available. The
pilot is also the ultimate authority of the aircraft, being able to assume full control of every aspect
of its operation.
On the other hand a UAS operator, being physically removed from the cockpit, has limited percep-
tion of the aircraft state. This is because one relies only on data sent back from the UAS, which
may not provide important or needed information and lack the aforementioned sensory indicators
[7, 35]. For remotely operated UAS, this separation has the added side-effect that there may be
a lag between the UAS sensing something and executing a correction, since information must be
relayed to the ground control station and back.
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Furthermore, it has been suggested that since the pilot is in a safe environment and life-threatening
consequences from mistakes are not expected, pilot errors may be more frequent [39]. Similarly,
maintenance personnel may become complacent and negligent in their duties [39].
Finally, removal of the pilot generates additional requirements on the safety of the ground control
station, which is a vital part of a UAS, replacing the role of the cockpit in manned aircraft. As
a result the ground control station and the link between it and the aircraft must be secured from
natural disasters, interference and other disruptions.
2.3.1.4 Take-offWeight
Manned aircraft have a wide range of take-off weights, starting at about 100 kg for ultralight, un-
powered vehicles and about twice that for powered. General aviation aircraft are typically several
times heavier and the largest transport aircraft have reached 600 t in the case of the Airbus A380.
On the other hand, UAS span the entire spectrum from a few grams and up to – currently – 12 t.
This means that UAS cover a number of current manned aviation aircraft classes and several FAR
parts. In addition, there is a class of vehicles, lighter than 100 kg, for which there is no equivalent
manned aviation regulation, besides the AC 21-97 for which FAA has already declared that it is
applicable to recreational R/C modeling only and not to UAS.
2.3.1.5 Payload
Instead of cargo, several UAS applications like weather monitoring, communications relaying and
law enforcement will require the use of sophisticated sensors, communication devices or other
equipment. This payload may be intricately connected to the flight control system and capable of
changing high level mission commands or generating new waypoints.
As a result new hazards emerge because of the possible control failure induced by the payload
[35]. On the other hand, the payload may also be used to provide redundancy for main aircraft
sensors thus mitigating other hazards [35].
2.3.2 UAS Accident Types
Since failure frequency requirements prescribed for manned aircraft of the same size can not be
used directly, other means to derive such requirements for UAS need be employed. A different ap-
proach frequently used in safety engineering is to define safety constraints for a specific accident
based on the desired likelihood of the worst possible outcome [66], which can in turn be used to
determine maximum failure frequency. This requires an investigation of the hazards inherent in
UAS operations and the types of accidents that may occur. Specifically three primary accidents
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can be identified: unintended or abnormal system mobility operation [78], mid-air collision, and
early flight termination [14].
Unintended or abnormal mobility operation refers to accidents that occur when the UAS is still on
the ground. In this case the UAS may move unexpectedly, potentially seriously injuring ground
crew members. Such accidents usually happen because of operator error and may occur when the
UAS operator does not have a view of the UAS and incorrectly assumes that everyone has cleared
the area.
Mid-air collisions may occur between two UAS or between a UAS and a manned aircraft. De-
pending on the nature of the collision they can result in the loss of one or both of the aircraft. A
secondary accident usually following mid-air collisions, is ground impact of debris that may injure
people and damage property.
Finally, early flight termination, either controlled or uncontrolled, will result in ground or water
impact. Under controlled flight termination it may be possible to select the point of impact and
possibly the speed and orientation of the aircraft, thus reducing the probability of fatalities as well
as damages to property and the aircraft itself.
Potential damages resulting from these accidents include injury or fatality of people on the ground
or on-board another aircraft, damage or loss of the vehicle and damage to property. An indirect
damage is environmental pollution either from the payload of the aircraft or as a result of fuel
leakage and/or fire following the accident. This is especially important for UAS that will carry
chemicals toxic to human beings, for example those used in agricultural applications.
A possible damage that is often ignored is that of societal rejection or outrage that may disrupt
future operations. This can occur as a consequence of a high accident rate (even if no injuries oc-
cur) or if the accident involves cultural/societal sensitive areas like national parks or monuments,
schools and churches. Figure 2.2 summarizes possible accidents and corresponding damages
stemming from the operation of UAS in the NAS.
2.3.3 Derivation of an ELOS for UAS
As mentioned in the previous section, the ELOS for UAS should be based on the worst possible
outcome which is the occurrence of one or more fatalities.
Current manned aviation regulation does not impose limits on the frequency of fatalities as it does
for accidents. Nevertheless, a statistical analysis of historical data can provide valuable insight on
the fatality rates of manned aviation and be the basis for defining the ELOS for UAS. An analysis
of accident data from the National Transportation and Safety Board (NTSB) ranging from 1983 to
2006 is presented in Table 2.2 . It should be noted that the exact numbers may vary depending on
the type of aviation (general, regional/commuter, air carrier) and the period over which the data are
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Figure 2.2: Primary and secondary accidents that can result from the operation of UAS and their
possible outcomes.
averaged [13]. This is partly due to significant variation in the number of accidents from year to
year, as shown in Figure 2.3.
Table 2.2: Fatality rates from all accidents based on analysis of NTSB accident data [62] between
1983 and 2006.
Rates per hour Air Carrier Commuter General Aviation Total
Accident 2.43 · 10−6 h−1 2.37 · 10−5 h−1 8.05 · 10−5 h−1 5.05 · 10−5 h−1
Fatalities aboard 8.68 · 10−6 h−1 1.64 · 10−5 h−1 2.77 · 10−5 h−1 2.06 · 10−5 h−1
Ground fatalities 3.37 · 10−7 h−1 8.30 · 10−6 h−1 6.54 · 10−7 h−1 1.31 · 10−6 h−1
2.4 Ground Impact Requirements
Although there are other types of accidents, the autonomous autorotation system is designed to re-
duce the risk of ground impact accidents. In the previous section the fatality rate following manned
aviation accidents was investigated. Assuming an equivalent risk level for UAS, appropriate relia-
bility levels can be determined. To accomplish this a fatality probability model will first need to be
derived. This model will also provide necessary insight on the design of the autorotation controller
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Figure 2.3: Fatality rates from general aviation, commuter and air carrier accidents as a function of
time. Based on analysis of NTSB accident data [62] between 1983 and 2006.
so that the risk of fatalities is reduced. The following sections present what an equivalent level of
safety for UAS is, followed by a methodology on determining appropriate reliability levels using a
fatality probability model.
2.4.1 UAS Equivalent Level of Safety
In determining the fatality rate requirement after ground impacts, special consideration should
be given to the fact that UAS are unmanned. This means that only the number of fatalities on the
ground are to be taken into account. According to Table 2.2 this number represents only a very
small percentage of the total fatalities, about 6%. The ground fatality rate calculated is in the order
of 10−6 h−1, although a more conservative ELOS can be derived based on the ground fatality rate
of air carriers which is in the order of F f = 10−7 h−1.
It should be noted that Table 2.2 considers all accidents. An alternative analysis can be used by
considering only accidents where an in-flight collision with terrain or water occurred (approxi-
mately 35% of the total). The updated fatality rates based on NTSB data for the period 1983 to
2006, are presented in Table 2.3. In this case the proposed ELOS would be in the order of F f =
10−8 h−1, although it does not include fatalities after emergency landings, ditching and other situa-
tions. If the latter are included, the ELOS is closer to F f = 10−7 h−1 as shown in Table 2.4.
For the subsequent analysis the F f = 10−7 h−1 is going to be used. However it should be noted
that lower or higher acceptable fatality rates have also been proposed. In [84], although an ELOS
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Table 2.3: Fatality rates for accidents where an in-flight collision with terrain or water occurred.
Based on analysis of NTSB accident data [61] between 1983 and 2006.
Rates per hour Air Carrier Commuter General Aviation Total
Accident 2.06 · 10−7 h−1 9.33 · 10−6 h−1 2.84 · 10−5 h−1 1.77 · 10−5 h−1
Fatalities aboard 4.71 · 10−6 h−1 1.32 · 10−5 h−1 2.16 · 10−5 h−1 1.55 · 10−5 h−1
Ground fatalities 9.84 · 10−8 h−1 2.86 · 10−8 h−1 4.46 · 10−8 h−1 5.99 · 10−8 h−1
Table 2.4: Fatality rates for accidents where one or a combination of in-flight collision with terrain
or water, hard/forced landing, runway overrun or ditching occurred. Based on analysis of NTSB
accident data [61] between 1983 and 2006.
Rates per hour Air Carrier Commuter General Aviation Total
Accident 5.64 · 10−7 h−1 1.56 · 10−5 h−1 5.18 · 10−5 h−1 3.21 · 10−5 h−1
Fatalities aboard 4.85 · 10−6 h−1 1.46 · 10−5 h−1 2.41 · 10−5 h−1 1.71 · 10−5 h−1
Ground fatalities 1.01 · 10−7 h−1 7.63 · 10−8 h−1 8.43 · 10−8 h−1 8.89 · 10−8 h−1
of 10−7 h−1 was derived, a target of 10−8 h−1 is proposed to account for the fact that the benefits
of UAS operations are not evident to the general public and as a result the tolerance for fatalities
will be lower. In [14] analysis is based on multiple acceptable fatality likelihoods ranging from
10−6 h−1 to 10−9 h−1. The Range Safety Criteria for UAS proposed a fatality rate of 10−6 h−1 or
less based on a U.S. Navy accident survey [66], but their requirements are for military operations
that allow higher fatality rates. Finally NATO adopted a TLS of 10−6 h−1 for catastrophic UAS
accidents [43], which corresponds to an equal or higher fatality rate.
Although stricter requirements may be attractive, they can seriously impede commercialization of
UAS as well as their integration in the NAS. Therefore, a conservative evaluation of the risk from
emerging hazards is preferable, since it can be later accommodated as flight hours accumulate and
confidence in risk estimates improves.
2.4.2 Target Reliability Level
Since the ELOS has been defined, the TLS can be determined as the maximum acceptable fre-
quency of a ground impact accident F GI based on the expected rate of fatalities (F f ) and the
expected number of fatalities given a ground impact, as:
(2.1) F GI = E(fatalities|ground impact)−1 · F f
In (2.1) the E(fatalities|ground impact) term has to be calculated. This term is a function of several
parameters, including the number of people at the crash site and the energy of the impact. The
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expected number of fatalities after an aircraft ground impact can be determined based on the prob-
ability of a fatal injury for people exposed to the crash, using:
(2.2) E(fatalities|ground impact) = NexpP(fatality|exposure)
where Nexp is the number of people exposed to that impact.
Assuming a uniform population density, Nexp can be calculated as the product of the population
density (ρp) by the surface of the area affected by the crash (S ):
(2.3) Nexp = S · ρp
There are several ways to determine S based on impact characteristics. For a vertical crash, this
area may be approximated by the frontal area of the aircraft augmented by a small buffer to ac-
count for the width of an average human being, typically defined as 0.6m [65]. For a gliding de-
scent it can be approximated by (2.4), where the wingspan and length of the aircraft have also been
increased by the width of an average person [14]:
(2.4) S =Widthaircraft
[
Lengthaircraft +
Heightperson
sin(glide angle)
]
In the discussion that follows, the minimum required time between ground impacts (∆TGI ,min) will
be used instead of the frequency of ground impact accidents. This is because, like the Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF), it represents a more intuitive measure of required reliability. ∆TGI ,min
is the inverse of the ground impact accident frequency and can be calculated after combining (2.1)
and (2.2), obtaining:
∆TGI ,min = F GI−1,max =
S · ρp
P(fatality|exposure) · F f(2.5)
As a result, when the number of people exposed to the crash is known, the fatality probability
given the exposure needs to be calculated. The probability of fatality can be estimated as a func-
tion of the kinetic energy on impact, although other parameters may also influence it. Unfortu-
nately, there is no agreement or consensus in the literature on how this relationship/function is best
defined.
According to study results presented in RCC323 [66], a 1 lbs object with kinetic energy of 50 J has
a probability of causing a fatality of 10%, while for more than 200 J that probability rises to above
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90%. According to study results presented in RCC321 [67], the corresponding kinetic energy es-
timates for an impact of a 1,000 lbs object to the torso are approximately 1.2 kJ and 3.5 kJ, respec-
tively, a difference of at least an order of magnitude from the previous model. These differences
can be attributed to the fact that kinetic energy does not correlate well with fatality probabilities
estimated from accident data [67]. As a result, impact of objects of different mass can have dif-
ferent effects, even if the kinetic energy imparted at impact is the same. Nevertheless, a logistic
curve based on the kinetic energy impact is generally considered a good model for fatality rate
estimation [67]. Additionally, a very conservative limit is proposed in [67] of 15 J for direct impact
of debris that is considered to correspond to zero fatality probability.
It is also stated that aforementioned models are based on direct impact of an object to a person
without taking into account that during an impact, some of the impact energy may be absorbed
by buildings, trees, vehicles or other obstacles. In [84] the probability of fatality is given as a
penetration factor that depends on the characteristics of the UAS and takes into account shelter-
ing. But observing the four example penetration factors given by Weibel [84] as illustrated in
Figure 2.4 for comparison purposes, it can be argued that Weibel’s estimate for smaller vehicles
is over conservative, since a fatality probability of 5% is assigned to a vehicle that weighs less
than 100 g, while, at the same time, the model underestimates the lethality of larger vehicles. No
method is provided to consistently estimate the penetration factor (parameter) for other UAS.
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Figure 2.4: The probability of fatality as a function of kinetic energy impact as estimated by
Weibel [84] and models derived in RCC321 [67] and RCC323 [66].
Considering all previous justifications and observations, and based on the form of the fatality
curves derived in [66, 67], a variation of the logistic growth model is proposed to estimate the
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probability of fatality (P(fatality|exposure)) as a function of kinetic energy at impact (Eimp) that
also takes into account sheltering:
(2.6) P(fatality|exposure) = 1
1 +
√
fα
fβ
[
fβ
Eimp
] 1
4 fs
The model presented in (2.6) grows as a function of Eimp similarly to the existing models in [66,
67], but also includes a parameter to increase or decrease the rate of growth. This parameter is
called the sheltering factor fs ∈ (0, 1] and determines how exposed the population is to an impact.
It is a function of the amount of obstacles in the crash trajectory of the aircraft that can absorb
impact energy or deflect debris, as well as the ability of people to take shelter behind such obsta-
cles. Higher values mean better sheltering and a lower probability of fatality for the same kinetic
energy. The fα parameter is the impact energy required for a fatality probability of 50% with fs =
0.5 and the fβ parameter is the impact energy threshold required to cause a fatality as fs goes to
zero. For small values of fs and appropriately chosen fβ, (2.6) approximates accurately the curves
in [66, 67]. Figure 2.5 presents the curves generated from the proposed model for various values
of the fs parameter.
The kinetic energy at impact is a function of impact speed that may vary depending on the UAS
and the descent characteristics. A useful conservative estimate of the impact speed is terminal
velocity. The kinetic energy at terminal velocity is calculated by equalizing the drag force with
the gravitational force [17], and is given by:
(2.7) Eimp =
M2g
ρpAcsCd
In (2.7), the Acs and the Cd parameters are not always available because they vary with the orien-
tation of the aircraft during a descent. The equation above also assumes a free fall and as a result a
correction needs to be made for the thrust provided by the engines if they are still operational.
In [20, 34, 44], the use of the maximum operating velocity (vop) increased by 40% is proposed to
simplify calculations, as shown in (2.8):
(2.8) Eimp = Mvop2
In Appendix A a case study is presented, where the TLS with respect to ground impact of various
types of UAS is calculated based on the model presented above. A brief investigation of the sensi-
tivity of the model with respect to parameter change is available in Appendix B.
The methodology above results in a TLS for ground impact accidents that concerns the entire
platform. To determine the reliability requirements for each system, subsystem and component,
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Figure 2.5: The probability of fatality as a function of kinetic energy impact for the proposed
model with fα = 106 J, fβ = 100 J and for several values of fs. For comparison purposes the
estimates of Weibel [84] as well as the models of RCC321 [67] and RCC323 [66] are given.
the various failure modes need to be identified, their probabilities of occurrence calculated and the
TLS mapped back to each of them. This procedure depends heavily on the exact characteristics of
the UAS in question and as such no general estimates can be given.
2.5 Conclusions
To ensure an appropriate level of safety in UAS operations there are several measures that can be
taken. The obvious solution is to increase reliability so that failures are sufficiently infrequent.
Nevertheless this may significantly increase costs and may even be impossible for small UAS that
have limited payload capacity. The alternative is for UAS to fail gracefully.
The FAA defines a continued safe flight and landing requirement for manned aircraft under non
catastrophic failures as [23]:
“The capability for continued controlled flight and landing at a suitable airport, pos-
sibly using emergency procedures, but without requiring exceptional pilot skill or
strength. Some airplane damage may be associated with a failure condition, during
flight or upon landing”
It is very likely that this requirement will be used for UAS as well. In addition to a mandate for
fault tolerance in flight control systems this will also demand the use of appropriate technology
to allow graceful failures. This can be accomplished by controlling flight termination in such a
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way that the aircraft lands safely or if that is not possible at least minimizes the risk of injuries
to people on the ground. The latter can be achieved by trying to avoid people and/or reduce the
kinetic energy at impact to levels that can be considered sufficiently safe.
As a result the introduction of autonomous autorotation in unmanned helicopters is expected to
allow compliance with the continued safe flight and landing requirement. This in turn can pave the
way for greater penetration of such systems in the NAS.
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Chapter 3: Helicopter Dynamics Model
Before the derivation of the controller itself, a model of helicopter autorotation is required. This
chapter will begin with an overview of the basic dynamics and control of helicopters, followed by
an analysis of axial flight aerodynamics. Forward flight and maneuvering will be omitted since
they are not of interest in the case of vertical autorotation. After the basics of axial flight are pre-
sented, the case of vertical autorotation will be investigated and the major factors that affect the
performance of the helicopter after loss of main rotor power will be modeled. This chapter con-
cludes with a generic model of vertical autorotation.
Under vertical autorotation, no longitudinal or lateral movement is exhibited by the helicopter. As
a result, the frame of reference will be based on a single axis with positive pointing towards the
ground.
3.1 Introduction
Helicopter aerodynamics are complex and difficult to model compared to the dynamics of fixed
wing aircraft. This is because of two major factors; the use of a single actuator to control move-
ment and because helicopters operate close to wake. In fixed-wing aircraft each desired movement
(up-down, left-right) is accomplished with the use of a separate actuator surface on the wings and
on the tail fin. In the case of helicopters, the main rotor is responsible for longitudinal, lateral as
well as vertical movement. Furthermore, during the flight of fixed-wing aircraft the wake gener-
ated by the aerodynamic surfaces is left behind, while in helicopters the rotor operates very close
to its own wake and in some cases even within it. This results in variations in lift and drag on the
blades that influence helicopter performance.
As a result, typical helicopter models are based on a mixture of analytical aerodynamic equations
and empirical relationships and correction factors that may be valid only under certain assump-
tions or in certain operating regions.
3.1.1 Dynamics
The helicopter achieves lift by imparting a downward velocity to a large mass of air. This is ac-
complished by rotating blades, that constitute the main rotor. The power required to move the
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air, is called induced power. To achieve vertical motion, it is possible to vary the speed of the
main rotor, thus inducing a higher or lower air velocity change. Unfortunately rotor inertia makes
accurate control of lift using this mechanism impossible [83].
Normally vertical movement is achieved by changing the angle of attack of the blades. This occurs
by mounting the blades on the rotor with bearings that allows them to turn, a mechanism known
as feathering [83]. As the angle of attack increases, the lift increases, until it reaches a point where
the air flow around the blade separates and lift is lost [83]. It should also be noted that in increased
angles of attack, the power required to rotate the blades is higher due to increased drag. This is
known as the profile-drag power requirement.
In order to achieve translational movement, it is possible to apply a cyclic variation on the blade’s
angle of attack. Allowing the blades to oscillate sinusoidally at the same frequency as the rotor
turns, results in an increase in lift on one side of the rotor and decrease in the other, which in turn
makes the rotor disk tilt and the helicopter to accelerate in the appropriate direction [83]. Move-
ment of the fuselage through the air results in drag that corresponds to a third power component,
known as parasite power.
Driving the rotor results in a turning moment induced on the helicopter fuselage. This problem
can be solved using different design methodologies. In the typical helicopter configuration of
Figure 3.1 the tail-rotor is used to counter the torque. Another popular design is to have two main
rotors spinning in opposite directions. Although the main rotor induces only a turning moment, the
off-center position of the tail-rotor results also in a sideways movement called tail-rotor drift [83].
The tail-rotor is designed similarly to the main rotor and allows control of the collective although
not the cyclic [83]. A change in the tail-rotor collective (also known as tail-rotor pitch) allows the
pilot to rotate the helicopter fuselage with respect to a vertical axis passing through the center of
the rotor disk.
Tail rotor
Main rotor
Figure 3.1: The single main rotor with tail rotor helicopter design. It has two control surfaces, the
main and tail rotors. Other helicopter types may not have a tail rotor or may have more than one
main rotor.
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3.1.2 Control
Helicopter control vectors are typically comprised of four components: collective, lateral cyclic,
longitudinal cyclic and tail rotor pitch (or pedal) [19]. It should be noted that in some cases the
physical actuators that correspond to each of the aforementioned control inputs are not present and
instead the control is effected indirectly, by the combination of two or more actuators which in
turn can affect more than one control input at the same time [19].
Vertical control is achieved by adjusting the collective pitch or the main rotor rpm, although the
latter is normally kept constant throughout the flight. Directional control (control of the helicopter’s
rotation around the vertical axis) is achieved by adjusting the tail-rotor pitch. Finally, lateral and
longitudinal control is achieved by the respective cyclic actuators that tilt the rotor plane, and as a
result the thrust vector, in the direction of the intended movement.
The four control vectors are not uncoupled. For example, an increase or decrease in collective
pitch, requires a correction of the tail-rotor pitch to account for the change in the turning moment
due to the change in rotor thrust [33]. After a change in the tail-rotor pitch, a change in lateral col-
lective is also needed to account for the change in drift [83]. The coupling of the control vectors is
visualized in Figure 3.2, which shows the 6 degrees of freedom of the helicopter and which control
is affecting motion in each one of them.
Lateral cyclic, Tail-rotor pitch, Collective
Longitudinal cyclic
Lateral cyclic
Tail-rotor pitch, Collective
Collective, Longitudinal cyclic, Lateral cyclic
Longitudinal cyclic
Collective
Figure 3.2: Helicopters have 6 degrees of freedom. Motion in each one is typically influenced by
more than one control input.
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3.2 Helicopter Failures and Recovery
Although there is a wide range of possible failures a helicopter can sustain, this research focuses
on problems in the main control surfaces. As a result the next two sections will provide a brief
overview of the failure conditions affecting the main and tail rotors. This will be followed by a
description of autorotation, a recovery maneuver used by helicopter pilots to land their aircraft in
the case of serious problems.
3.2.1 Main Rotor Failures
As mentioned in Section 3.1, helicopters rely on the main rotor both to achieve lift as well as for
lateral and longitudinal control. As a result, a failure in that system can result in a catastrophic
accident.
Main rotor failures can be separated into different categories depending on their effects. One cate-
gory concerns failures resulting from damage to the main rotor blades usually after a collision with
an obstacle. This typically results in an uncontrolled flight termination since both lift and thrust
vector control is essentially lost. Safe flight termination is also unlikely in the case when the con-
trol lines have been severed. This can occur due to material fatigue or faults in other subsystems
and results in limited or no control of the aircraft.
A manageable failure category relates to loss of thrust. This may manifest as a loss of rotor rpm
either due to engine failure or because of a problem in the transmission system. In this case con-
tinued flight is no longer possible and the helicopter will quickly lose altitude. Nevertheless this
failure type can be accommodated and the helicopter can safely land using autorotation, provided
that collective and cyclic control is not affected.
3.2.2 Tail Rotor Failures
Tail rotor failures are manifested via two main mechanisms; a failure in the tail rotor drive or as a
control failure [70]. The former is typically attributed to fatigue or external impact, while the latter
are more often due to severed control lines and usually result in partial or total loss of tail rotor
thrust control.
In terms of dynamics, tail rotor failures can be categorized based on the thrust produced after
the failure as stuck or fluctuating pitch. Stuck pitch failures can be further subdivided into low,
trim and high pitch. Complete loss of tail rotor thrust due to drive failure can be considered as an
extreme case of a low pitch stuck failure.
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The effect of tail rotor failures can be divided in three phases: (a) transient that is involved with
the initial effects of the failure condition and the recovery to safe flight, (b) maneuvering and (c)
landing [70].
In the case of complete loss of tail rotor thrust, the helicopter will start turning to the right. If the
helicopter was hovering or flying at low airspeeds, significant positive yaw rates will appear. On
the other hand, if there was forward speed, then although right yaw may remain small, positive
roll and negative pitch will also be experienced. In the case of manual operation, after the pilot
compensates for the roll, the helicopter will experience left side-slip. For high airspeeds, the side-
slip may become severe enough to cause loss of control or affect the structural integrity of the
aircraft.
When a stuck tail rotor pitch failure occurs, the effect depends on the tail rotor thrust at the time
of the failure. If the pitch is stuck high, the helicopter will experience negative yaw rates and suc-
cessful recovery is difficult, while if it is stuck low the effects are similar to loss of tail rotor thrust
although significantly less pronounced because the tail rotor still provides some compensation for
main rotor torque. The most benign case is when the tail rotor pitch is stuck at or near the trim
setting. It should be noted though that in any case maneuverability will be deteriorated, since yaw
control is effectively lost.
There are several ways to overcome the effects of a tail rotor failure. The pilot may increase for-
ward velocity, decrease main rotor rpm or decrease collective. All of these measures can reduce
the torquing effect. Nevertheless, it is still necessary to determine a suitable landing location and
land as soon as possible. Autorotation is usually employed for landing by switching the main rotor
off to reduce yawing during touchdown.
3.2.3 Autorotation
Due to the aerodynamics of the main rotor, even when no power is supplied to it, it is still possible
to maintain a steady rate of descent. This is accomplished by using the air flowing through the
rotor disk to rotate the main rotor - the reverse process from normal flight. In this case the main
rotor acts as a parachute, breaking the helicopter sink rate and allowing safe flight termination
without power. This is known as autorotative flight or simply autorotation.
Autorotation can be used as an emergency maneuver to bring a helicopter that has suffered an
engine failure safely to the ground. During this maneuver the helicopter is left to glide downwards.
As it moves the air passing through the rotor disk is utilized to maintain rotor rpm. Just before
touchdown the rotor rpm is exchanged for a reduction in the descent rate thus allowing the heli-
copter to land safely. Some ground speed is typically preferred to avoid the vortex ring state and
maintain sight of the landing area.
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Helicopter manuals normally provide a height-velocity diagram in their performance sections
which illustrates the operating regions where it is possible to safely perform an autorotation land-
ing, following a power failure. A typical height-velocity diagram, also known as an H-V curve is
depicted in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: A typical helicopter H-V curve like the one available in helicopter manuals.
3.3 Hovering State
At any time a helicopter may operate in one of several states, each featuring different characteris-
tics. Taking into account only vertical movement, the helicopter may be hovering (i.e. maintaining
altitude), climbing or descending. Although in the case of helicopter autorotation only the descent-
ing mode is of interest, the hovering state will first be described. This is because some derivations
required for modeling the autorotative state are typically made with respect to the hovering state.
This section concerns the modeling of the hovering state, while Section 3.4 is concerned with the
dynamics of vertical descent. Both sections are based on the helicopter aerodynamics treatise of
[54] and use the same nomenclature with the exception of the change in the z−axis and instances
where it would lead to ambiguity.
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3.3.1 Momentum Theory
In the hovering state the main rotor imparts energy on the air forcing it to move downwards, pro-
ducing enough thrust to balance the weight of the helicopter. A first approximation of the heli-
copter performance can be based on Momentum Theory (MT). This is done by applying the mass,
momentum and energy conservation laws, under the assumption of one-dimensional, quasi-steady,
incompressible and inviscid flow through the rotor [54], as shown in Figure 3.4. The rotor itself is
modeled as a zero thickness actuator disk, where a sudden jump in air pressure occurs.
v0
v1
v2
v∞
Figure 3.4: The flow model created by the main rotor as assumed by momentum theory.
Due to mass conservation, the mass flow rate at each station in Figure 3.4 must be the same:
(3.1) m˙a = ραA1v1 = ραA2v2 = ραAvi = ραA∞v∞
where A and vi is the area of the rotor disk and the velocity of the airstream at the rotor, respec-
tively. The latter is known as the induced velocity.
From fluid momentum conservation the change in air momentum is equal to the rotor thrust:
(3.2) T = m˙av0 − m˙av∞
From energy conservation, the work done on the air by the rotor must equal the change in kinetic
energy:
(3.3) Tvi =
1
2
ρ˙αv
2
∞
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Assuming that the air velocity high above the rotor is zero, i.e. v0 = 0 and combining (3.1) to
(3.3), the following relationship between rotor thrust and induced velocity is derived:
(3.4) T = −2ραAvi2
where it follows that the induced velocity at hover (vi,h) is:
(3.5) vi,h =
√
−T
2ραA
or
√
W
2ραA
, since in hovering T = −W
At this point it needs be mentioned that it is common to use non-dimensional quantities in heli-
copter dynamics analysis, by dividing lengths by the radius R of the rotor and velocities by the tip
velocity (vtip = ΩR). As a result, the following quantities are introduced:
CT =
T
ραAR
2Ω2
(thrust coefficient)(3.6)
CQ =
Q
ραAR
3Ω2
(torque coefficient)(3.7)
CP =
P
ραAR
3Ω3
(power coefficient)(3.8)
λ =
vi − vH
RΩ
(inflow ratio)(3.9)
and
σ =
blade area
disk area
(solidity factor)(3.10)
where the inflow ratio is used to determine the net air flow through the rotor disk. It should be
noted that because P = QΩ, it follows that CP = CQ.
Using the non-dimensional formulation, (3.4) becomes:
(3.11) CT = −2λh2
and the power required to maintain hover is given by:
(3.12) CP =
CT
3/2
√
2
In practice it has been found that the power is actually higher, since the assumption of quasi-steady,
one-dimensional, incompressible and inviscid flow does not hold. As a result an induced power
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correction factor κ is introduced in (3.12), with values typically in the range of 1.1 to 1.25, to
account for the lack of exact modeling of the fluid flow [54].
3.3.2 Blade Element Theory
The analysis used in the previous section concerns only the induced power and did not take into
account the profile power, i.e. the power expended in overcoming blade profile drag generated
by their rotation through the air. To take this effect into account, it is necessary to investigate the
local phenomena at each blade. This is accomplished by dividing each blade into smaller sections,
deriving the dynamics at each section and then integrating over the whole blade. The approach
described is known as Blade Element Theory or BET.
The local velocity of the airstream on the blade (vϕ) is a sum of two components; a component due
to rotation vϕ,r = Ωy and a component due to the inflow which is the sum of the induced velocity
and the vertical velocity of the helicopter, vϕ,z = vi − vH . The angle of the local air velocity is
ϕ = tan−1 vϕ,z
vϕ,r
. From geometry, it is evident that ϕ = θ − α where θ is the blade pitch and α the
aerodynamic angle of attack (AoA).
The force applied to each blade element by the air (Fϕ) can be divided into two components; a
lift FL and a drag FD as shown in Figure 3.5. These forces are calculated based on the geometric
characteristics of the blade element as follows:
dFL =
1
2
ραv
2
ϕcyCldy(3.13)
dFD =
1
2
ραv
2
ϕcyCddy(3.14)
where cy is the blade chord at distance y from the center of the rotor.
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Figure 3.5: The forces acting on a rotor blade section as a result of local air velocity.
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Projecting these two forces on the rotor plane and the z−axis, the thrust and torque contribution of
each element will be given by:
dT = Nb cosϕdFL − Nb sinϕdFD(3.15)
dQ = Nby sinϕdFL + Nby cosϕdFD(3.16)
where Nb is the number of blades of the rotor.
Integrating (3.15) and (3.16) over the whole blade will give the total thrust produced by the rotor
and the torque required to overcome the drag of the blades also known as profile drag.
Under the assumption that the inflow angle is small, (sinϕ = ϕ and cosϕ = 1) and that the effect
of the drag force on the thrust is negligible compared to the lift force, (3.15) and (3.16) can be
simplified to:
dT = NbdFL ⇒
dCT =
Nb
ραAR
2Ω2
1
2
ραv
2
ϕcyCldy
=
1
2
Nbcy
piR
Cl
v2ϕ
R2Ω2
d
y
R
=
1
2
Nbcy
piR
Cl
y2
R2
d
y
R
=
1
2
Nbcy
piR
Clr
2dr(3.17)
and
dQ = NbϕdFL + NbdFD ⇒
dCQ =
Nbϕ
1
2ραv
2
ϕcyClydy + Nb
1
2ραv
2
ϕcyCdydy
ραAR
3Ω2
=
1
2
Nbcy
piR
(ϕCl +Cd)
v2ϕy
R3Ω2
d
y
R
=
1
2
Nbcy
piR
(ϕCl +Cd)r3dr(3.18)
where r is the non-dimensionalized distance of the current blade station. Furthermore, the Nbcy
piR
term corresponds to the fraction of the blade surface to that of the rotor and is known as solidity
factor (σ).
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If the inflow is uniform and the blade is linearly twisted with constant chord, integrating (3.17)
gives:
(3.19) CT =
1
2
σCl,a
[
θ.75
3
− λ
2
]
where θ.75 is the blade pitch at 3/4 of its length.
Similarly integration of (3.18) yields:
(3.20) CQ = λCT +
1
8
σCd,0
It should be noted that in many helicopter configurations the tail-rotor is powered from the same
engine. As a result to find the total power required in axial flight, the power consumption of the
tail-rotor needs to be added to the induced and profile power consumption. Specifically the thrust
of the tail-rotor should counter the torque generated by the main-rotor. As a result the thrust of the
tail-rotor is given by:
(3.21) TTR =
QMR
lTR
where lTR is the distance between the tail and main rotor.
3.4 Vertical Descent
During descent, the flow through the rotor is reversed and the forces on each blade element are of
the form depicted in 3.6. As a result (3.17) and (3.18) become:
dCT =
1
2
Nbcy
piR
Clr
2dr(3.22)
dCQ =
1
2
Nbcy
piR
(−ϕCl +Cd)r3dr(3.23)
Since in this case ϕ = α − θ, integration of these equations yields (3.19) and (3.20).
The induced velocity during vertical descent can be calculated using momentum theory from:
(3.24) T = 2ραA(vi − vH)vi
Assuming the same thrust in descent and hover and combining with (3.4) gives:
(3.25) vi,h2 + vi2 − vivH = 0
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Figure 3.6: The forces acting on a rotor blade section as a result of local air velocity during
descent.
or dividing with vi,h2:
(3.26)
(
vi
vi,h
)2
− vH
vi,h
(
vi
vi,h
)
+ 1 = 0
The quadratic (3.26) has two solutions, but only one has a physical meaning:
(3.27)
vi
vi,h
=
vH
2vi,h
−
√(
vH
2vi,h
)2
− 1
Including the induced power correction factor, (3.27) can be used to determine an induced velocity
factor fi = κ
vi
vi ,h
, that relates the induced velocity with the ideal induced velocity at hover.
3.4.1 Vortex Ring State and Turbulent Wake State
It should be noted that the uniform inflow assumption and as a consequence (3.27) does not hold
for small descent rates. This is because under these conditions the wake can be upwards or down-
wards depending on the blade station which results in recirculation and turbulence. Specifically
the airflow characteristics go through three distinct states as shown in Figure 3.7. At very small
rates of descent vH < vi,h the helicopter is in the Vortex Ring state and as the descent rate increases
it enters the Turbulent Wake state (vi,h > vH > 2vi,h). When the vertical velocity increases further
(vH > 2vi,h) then the airflow becomes uniform again and (3.27) is applicable. This state is called
the Windmill Brake state.
In the case of the Vortex Ring and Turbulent Wake states only an “effective” induced velocity can
be calculated based on experimental data by measuring the performance of the helicopter and
calculating the induced velocity to achieve this performance under the assumption of uniform
wake. There are several empirical models to calculate the induced velocity in these two states. A
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Figure 3.7: The rotor wake characteristics starting from axial climb or hovering (normal working
state) and moving through the vortex ring, turbulent wake and windmill brake states as the descent
velocity increases.
linear approximation is given by [54]:
(3.28) fi =
vi
vi,h
=

κ + 0.75
vH
vi,h
0 ≥ vH
vi,h
≥ 8κ
4κ + 1
7κ − 3κ vH
vi,h
−8κ
4κ + 1
≥ vH
vi,h
≥ 2
where κ is the induced power correction factor introduced in Section 3.3.1.
A quartic that applies in the whole region 0 ≥ vH
vi ,h
≥ 2 is given by [54]:
(3.29) fi =
vi
vi,h
= κ + k1
vH
vi,h
+ k2
(
vH
vi,h
)2
+ k3
(
vH
vi,h
)3
+ k4
(
vH
vi,h
)4
where k1 = 1.125, k2 = −1.372, k3 = 1.718, k4 = −0.655,
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The profile of vi
vi ,h
with respect to vH
vi ,h
for the various operating states is given in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The induced velocity profile in the four operational states. For operation in the
Turbulent Wake and Vortex Ring states, the momentum and blade element theories no longer
apply and two empirical models are provided based on linear and polynomial fitting of
experimental data (dashed and dotted lines respectively).
3.4.2 Ground Effect
An additional correction factor is required for hovering near the ground, due to a phenomenon
called ground effect. Because the rotor wake meets the ground the pressure below the rotor rises
[72]. This increase in pressure results in higher thrust generation for the same power, cushion-
ing the touchdown especially in unpowered landings [33]. There are several empirical models of
ground effect, one such model is given by [54]:
(3.30)
[
T
T∞
]
P=const
=
1
1 − σCl,aλi4CT
(
R
4z
)2
or assuming negligible blade loading effects:
(3.31)
[
T
T∞
]
P=const
=
1
1 −
(
R
z
)2
It should be noted that the previous equations assume hovering flight. If the helicopter is in for-
ward flight, the wake may include recirculation and vortices near the ground and the effects on
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performance are more complex. In general though, the benefits of the ground effect are quickly
lost even for small forward velocities.
3.4.3 Inflow Dynamics
The response of the induced velocity to thrust changes is not instantaneous but exhibits a dynamic
behavior. This behavior can be modeled using an inertia model with an apparent mass equal to
63.7% that of a sphere of air with the same radius as that of the rotor (ma = 0.637ρα 43piR
3) [54].
As a result the thrust will be given by [54]:
T = mav˙i + 2ραAvi(vi − vH)
= 0.849ραARv˙i + 2ραAvi(vi − vH)(3.32)
In steady-state conditions the thrust is given by (3.24) which when combined with (3.32) pro-
duces:
2ραA(vH + vi,s)vi,s = 0.849ραARv˙i + 2ραAvi(vi − vH)
(vH + vi,s)vi,s = 0.4245Rv˙i + vi(vi − vH)
v˙i = −2.356
R
[
vi(vi − vH) − vi,s(vi,s − vH)
]
v˙i = −2.356
R
(
vi − vi,s
) (
vi + vi,s − vH
)
(3.33)
where vi,s is the steady state induced velocity calculated from (3.27) and (3.28) or (3.29) as a
function of vH . It is obvious that the derived equation has two possible steady state solutions;
vi = vi,s and vi = vH − vi,s although only the former is of interest. To overcome this problem,
it is assumed that vivH ≃ vi,svH and as a result the final induced velocity model is given by:
(3.34) v˙i = −2.356
R
(
vi
2 − vi,s2
)
A simpler model has been employed in [42], based on the linearization of (3.32) around the thrust,
rotor rpm and induced velocity at hover, resulting in:
(3.35)
0.21
Ω0λ
v˙i + vi = vi,h fi fg
where fg is a factor modeling the ground effect.
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3.5 Vertical Autorotation Model
During vertical autorotation there are three forces acting on the helicopter, the thrust of the main
rotor, the aerodynamic drag from moving through the air and the weight of the vehicle itself, as
shown in Figure 3.9.
T
W
D
Figure 3.9: The forces acting on a helicopter during vertical autorotative descent.
Applying a balance of forces on the descenting helicopter, the vertical acceleration can be calcu-
lated as:
Mv˙H = W − T − D
v˙H = g − 1
M
T − 1
M
D(3.36)
where g is the acceleration of gravity. The thrust can be calculated using blade element theory
from (3.19) and the drag is given by:
(3.37) D =
1
2
ρα fevH
2
where fe is the equivalent area of a surface with unit drag coefficient. As a result (3.36) becomes:
v˙H = g − 1
M
T − 1
M
D
= g − ραAR
2Ω2
M
CT − ρα fe2M vH
2
= g − ραAR
2Ω2
2M
σCl,a
[
θ.75
3
− λ
2
]
− ρα fe
2M
vH
2(3.38)
A torque balance on the main rotor gives:
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Ω˙ = − 1
IR
Q
= −ραAR
3Ω2
IR
CQ
= −ραAR
3Ω2
IR
[
λCT +
1
8
σCd,0
]
= −ραAR
3Ω2
IR
vi − vH
RΩ
σCl,a
[
θ.75
3
− λ
2
]
− ραAR
3Ω2
8IR
σCd,0(3.39)
Finally, the ODE modeling the height z of the helicopter is given by:
(3.40) z˙ = −vH
There are two alternatives in defining the input to the model; the blade pitch and the thrust coef-
ficient, each with it own advantages and disadvantages. Naturally both approaches are equivalent
since for any given state it is possible to determine the appropriate collective pitch to achieve the
required thrust and vice versa using (3.19).
The thrust coefficient is commonly used as the input to the model since it allows for simpler model
equations. Furthermore the upper collective limit depends on the blade stall limit which in turn
is normally expressed with respect to the thrust coefficient. In addition to that, there is no need
to take into account the ground effect in the model since it only affects the relationship between
thrust and collective pitch. In the case where only positive thrust coefficients are considered, then
an issue arises because at zero thrust the helicopter rotor is losing energy. This will result in the
remaining energy near the ground being insufficient to perform the flare.
The advantage of using the blade pitch is that it directly maps to the physical actuator. As a result
upper and lower limits are immediately available although the upper limit may be inside the blade
stall region. In this work the blade pitch will be used as the control input and as a result the final
model will be expressed with respect to θ.
Putting everything together, the model equations for vertical autorotation are:
v˙H = g − ραAR
2Ω2
2M
fgσCl,a
[
θ
3
− vi − vH
2ΩR
]
− ρα fe
2M
vH
2(3.41)
z˙ = −vH(3.42)
Ω˙ = −ραAR
3Ω2
IR
vi − vH
RΩ
fgσCl,a
[
θ
3
− vi − vH
2ΩR
]
− ραAR
3Ω2
8IR
σCd,0(3.43)
v˙i = −2.356
R
(
vi
2 − vi,s2
)
(3.44)
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3.6 Remarks
The model derived in the previous section represents a highly non-linear, under-actuated system.
Analytical solution of this problem involves solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, which
is possible for only a small subset of non-linear problems. A second alternative is to introduce a
non-linear feedback control law that linearizes the system. Nevertheless, this requires a change
of variables that is not possible in this case. As a result model predictive control was chosen, a
technique that predicts the future state trajectory and determines the control sequence which min-
imizes a cost function and allows for state and control constraint enforcement. This technique is
approximate because the prediction does not include the whole maneuver until the helicopter has
landed, but rather a fixed horizon ahead of the current state. The following chapter presents the
controller design in detail.
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Chapter 4: Controller Design
The autorotation controller is based on the model predictive control approach, as discussed in
Chapter 1. Before going into the specifics of the designed controller, the principles of model pre-
dictive control will be given. Then the design of the collective controller is presented, followed by
the design of the entire vertical autorotation controller.
4.1 Principles of Model Predictive Control
Besides the traditional PID, model predictive control (MPC) is the only other control methodology
that has been widely accepted in process control [38, 41, 50]. One of the key advantages of MPC
is constraint handling. Specifically, MPC is capable of handling input, output and state constraints,
which directly map to quality, efficiency and safety in production environments [50]. It is also
possible to use rate of change constraints to better map actuator physical limitations [38]. Other
advantages include good performance in multivariate control [50], ability for reconfiguration by
changing the internal model [45] and the availability of MPC commercial tools to develop models
and design controllers [64].
4.1.1 Fundamentals
The idea behind MPC is to start with a fixed prediction horizon (Ns), using the current state of the
plant as the initial state. An optimal control sequence of length Nc (Ns ≥ Nc) is then obtained
that minimizes a cost function over the prediction horizon, while at the same time satisfying posed
constraints. When Nc < Ns, for prediction beyond the control horizon, the last computed value
of the control is used [38]. After applying the first element of that sequence as an input to the
plant, the new state is observed. The prediction horizon is then moved one step forward and the
process is repeated. Because of the constant moving of the prediction horizon MPC is also known
as receding horizon control. This procedure is depicted in Figure 4.1.
The problem of determining the optimal control sequence can be expressed as a constrained opti-
mization problem, specifically:
min L(u, x) s.t. C(u, x) ≤ 0(4.1)
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Past Future
t0 t0 + 1 t0 + 2 t0 + Ns t0 + 1 + Ns
x(0)
xˆ(1)
x(1)
State
Control
Figure 4.1: A diagram of the basic principle behind model predictive control. At time t0 the
system has reached state x(0). Based on the current state, an optimal control sequence and the
corresponding future state trajectory is determined (dashed lines). The first element of the control
sequence is executed and the new state x(1) is observed which may not be the same as the
predicted one (xˆ(1)). A new control sequence and future state trajectory is calculated (dotted lines)
repeating the process.
where a control sequence u is determined that minimizes the cost function L and satisfies the in-
equality constraints C. Although the L function can take any form, it is common to use a quadratic
form. This is especially true in process engineering where MPC is used to reject disturbances and
the cost function models the deviation from the setpoint [38].
The optimization problem described above needs to be solved each time a new state is observed
which may result in significant computational demand – especially if large prediction and control
horizons are used. As a result the early applications of MPC were limited to process control of
plants with slow dynamics that allowed sampling times in the order of minutes. Nevertheless
faster computers have allowed the use of MPC in other fields including aviation. MPC has been
applied to the control of an F-16 [9], as well as of a Boeing 747 freighter aircraft under failures
[45]. Additionally, Keviczky and Balas proposed an MPC for guidance control of a UAS [48],
while Slegers et al used MPC to control an unmanned parafoil and an autonomous glider [73]. An-
other application relating to unmanned aircraft where MPC has also been proposed, is trajectory
planning under constraints and disturbances [49].
Although currently most MPC applications utilize linear plant models, some processes exhibit
significant non-linearity. In this case, a non-linear prediction model is required which leads to non-
linear model predictive control (NMPC) problems. Although NMPC has the same advantages as
the linear MPC, on-line solution can be challenging. This is because at each sampling period, a
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non-linear optimization problem (also known as a nonlinear programming problem) needs to be
solved. Such problems can be computationally intensive and significantly more difficult to solve
due to being non-convex, non-quadratic and possibly multi-modal [50]. This means that real-
time requirements are difficult to be satisfied while at the same time no guarantee is given that an
optimal solution will be found.
4.1.2 Prediction
NMPC problems can be categorized according to the type of prediction model used and the way
the optimization problem is solved. Based on the choice of prediction model the first category
corresponds to ones derived using first principles techniques. This approach is of limited use in
practice since such models are expensive to derive and maintain in industrial settings [64].
Alternatively black and gray box approaches are also available, where the plant is modeled based
on empirical data or a combination of such data and first principle derivations. Black box ap-
proaches typically use common feedforward neural networks for prediction or for both prediction
and optimization. In the latter case they implement the complete MPC as in [6, 82]. Use of neural
networks is very popular in MPC problems as evidenced by a survey carried out in 1999 by Hus-
sain [41]. This survey documented close to 20 different applications of neural networks for MPC
in various process control problems.
Although multi-layered, feedforward networks are the most popular choice, other approaches have
also been proposed. Miao and Wang used support vector regression to improve accuracy [58],
while Sayyar-Rodsari et al. proposed extrapolating gain-constrained neural networks to improve
model performance in regions where no training data is available [71]. A different approach was
adopted by Kamalabady and Salashoor that proposed the use of adaptive growing and pruning
neural networks for online identification [46].
The structure of the prediction model can also be selected in such a way that the solution of the
optimization problem is facilitated. For example, the use of second order Volterra series models
reduces problem complexity and can be derived using either the nonlinear fundamental model or
plant data [55]. Alternatively the use of polynomial autoregressive with exogenous input models
may lead, after appropriate transformation, to problems readily solvable with global optimization
techniques [74].
4.1.3 Optimization
For the solution of the optimization problem a number of alternatives have been proposed in the
literature. One possible division is between techniques that solve the problem exactly and those
that use approximate solutions [91] by reducing or linearizing the problem. One approach to re-
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ducing the size of the problem is calculating future control either without constraints or approx-
imately [91]. Since the future control is not going to be applied, it is assumed that the effect on
controller performance will be small. Other approaches rely on first order Taylor expansion [10] or
linearization around a specific trajectory or operating point and their applicability and performance
may depend on the structure of the plant. A similar approach is to successively linearize the model
around the current operating point each time a new state is observed [38].
It is also possible to split the model into a linear and non-linear part. In [64] a non-linear model
was derived based on empirical data, while a linear model was built from step test experiments.
The two models were then combined using gain scheduling. Similarly the use of a linearized model
plant with non-linear free trajectory is discussed in [50].
A technique that provides exact solutions is that of feedback linearization. Joosten et al. proposed
a reconfigurable flight controller, that uses feedback linearization to linearize the model using an
appropriately designed non-linear feedback control law [45]. The optimization can then be accom-
plished using common linear techniques. Nevertheless feedback linearization can be difficult or
impossible to implement in certain systems, especially under-actuated ones.
Another category of optimization techniques involves directly solving the non-linear problem
although this may result in unwanted computational burden and convergence problems for non-
convex problems. For example in [9], a sequential quadratic programming algorithm was used but
real-time requirements could not be met. Instead of estimating the gradient online, if a neural net-
work was used to model the process, its structure can be exploited to determine the cost gradient
faster [77].
4.1.4 Tuning
Any NMPC implementation, in addition to any parameters used by the non-linear optimization
scheme, has three parameters that can be tuned to improve performance. These parameters are
Ns, Nc and ts and their effect on controller performance is difficult to predict beforehand [38].
Nevertheless general guidelines on tuning these parameters have been discussed in the literature.
In general lower sampling intervals increase computational demand but can capture process dy-
namics better and may even be required when the modeling error is large [57]. Under a constant
prediction horizon, decreasing the control horizon may reduce computational load but will also re-
sult in more sluggish and conservative control [57]. The effect of decreasing the prediction horizon
is similar.
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4.2 Collective Controller Design
The first step in the design of the controller is the derivation of an appropriate model for vertical
autorotation. Although such a model has already been derived, direct use of (3.41)–(3.44) presents
problems. This is because when applied in an MPC setting, it would require the measurement of
states that are not normally available. The following section describes the internal model used by
the MPC.
4.2.1 Internal Vertical Autorotation Model
The use of the autorotation model derived in Section 3.5 is not possible without certain modifi-
cations. Since the inflow dynamics are generally not measurable during flight, the model used
internally by the controller will be simplified to include only the observable states, namely vH , z
and Ω. As a result, the controller assumes a steady-state inflow velocity, that is:
(4.2) vi = vi,s = vi,h fi
where the term vi,h is calculated using (3.5), as:
(4.3) vi,h =
√
Mg
2ραA
To calculate the inflow ratio in the turbulent wake and the vortex ring states the use of the quartic
approximation given in Section 3.4.1 was chosen. This is because the linear approximation results
in non-continuous derivative which in turn was responsible for deteriorating controller perfor-
mance. Using (3.26) and (3.29), the inflow ratio is given by:
(4.4) fi =

κ
vH
2vi,h
− κ
√(
vH
2vi,h
)2
− 1 , 2 ≤ vH
vi,h
κ + k1
vH
vi ,h
+ k2
(
vH
vi ,h
)2
+ k3
(
vH
vi ,h
)3
+ k4
(
vH
vi ,h
)4
, otherwise
In addition to that and in order to keep the model equations relatively simple and the computa-
tional complexity low, the ground effect is considered negligible, i.e. fg = 1. As a result the
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vertical autorotation model used for the controller is given by:
v˙H = g − ραAR
2Ω2
2M
σCl,a
[
θ
3
− vi − vH
2ΩR
]
− ρα fe
2M
vH
2(4.5)
z˙ = −vH(4.6)
Ω˙ = −ραAR
3Ω2
IR
vi − vH
RΩ
σCl,a
[
θ
3
− vi − vH
2ΩR
]
− ραAR
3Ω2
8IR
σCd,0(4.7)
To avoid numerical issues, scaling is necessary. Specifically the control input is scaled to the [0, 1]
range, while the model equations are non-dimensionalized using the nominal rotor angular veloc-
ity Ω0 and the rotor radius R and then scaled:
τ =
Ω0t
100
⇒ d
dt
=
Ω0
100
d
dτ
(4.8)
x1 =
100vH
Ω0R
⇒ vH = Ω0R100 x1(4.9)
x2 =
z
10R
⇒ z = 10Rx2(4.10)
x3 =
Ω
Ω0
⇒ Ω = Ω0x3(4.11)
x4 =
100vi,s
Ω0R
⇒ vi,s = Ω0R100 x4(4.12)
u =
θ + θmin
θmax − θmin
⇒ θ = u(θmax − θmin) + θmin(4.13)
The final controller model equations are:
(4.14) x˙1 =
104
Ω0
2R
g − ρα feR
2M
x21 +
25ραARσCl,a
M
x3(x4 − x1) −
29.1ραARσCl,aθmin
M
x23
− 29.1ραARσCl,a(θmax − θmin)
M
x23u
(4.15) x˙2 = − 110 x1
(4.16) x˙3 = −
100ραAR3σCd,0
8IR
x23 +
ραAR
3σCl,a
400IR
(x4 − x1)2 −
2.91ραAR3σCl,aθmin
103IR
(x4 − x1)x3
− 2.91ραAR
3σCl,a(θmax − θmin)
103IR
(x4 − x1)x3u
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4.2.2 Non-linear Optimization using Recurrent Neural Networks
Application areas like aviation have strict real-time requirements that may be difficult to satisfy
with traditional gradient descent or global optimization methods. On the other hand a neural net-
work can be implemented effectively in hardware which allows high processing speeds [90]. This
approach was adopted to solve the non-linear optimization problem.
To solve such problems, Xia et al have proposed a series of recurrent neural networks [86–90].
These networks are capable of solving convex, non-linear optimization problems with linear [90]
or non-linear [89] constraints. The constraints themselves can be modeled as inequality [87–89],
equality [90] or both [86]. Furthermore in the later iterations, the requirement for convexity was
relaxed and convergence was guaranteed for a class of non-convex problems as well.
The idea behind their approach is to build a neural network that models an ODE whose equilib-
rium point is the optimal solution to the problem (4.1). This approach has three major advantages;
no restrictions are imposed on the initial point, guaranteed convergence in the case of convex prob-
lems and very fast execution speed when using hardware that can perform parallel computations.
The state equation of the neural network is given by [87]:
(4.17) d
u
χ
 = γ
−u +
(
u − dLdu − dCduχ
)+
−χ + (χ − C(u))+

and the output is given by u.
In (4.17) γ is a learning rate constant, (·)+ is an activation function and χ is an auxiliary vector
with size equal to the number of constraints. The auxiliary vector is responsible for capturing
the violation of constraints and is subsequently used to move the output of the neural network
accordingly.
Since the other operations are elementary, the computational complexity depends on the calcula-
tion of dLdu , C(u) and dCdu .
In [87], Xia et al. proved that if the problem is convex, that is d
2L
du2 is positive semi-definite, then
the output of the network converges globally to the optimal solution of the non-linear optimiza-
tion problem. Furthermore the convergence rate is proportional to the design constant γ. Addi-
tionally it was proved that a sufficient condition to guarantee convergence was convexity of the
Lagrangian:
(4.18)
d2L
du2
+
n∑
i=1
χiCi(u) ≥ 0
This is a more relaxed criterion since it allows for non-convex L functions.
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4.2.3 Controller Derivation
The vertical autorotation model described by (4.5)–(4.7) can be expressed as a general SIMO, non-
linear, affine in the control problem given by:
x˙ = f (x) + g(x)u(4.19)
min
u∈U
∫ t f
0
L(x, u)(4.20)
Since NMPC requires a discrete time input-output model, the problem above must be discretized.
This can be accomplished by Taylor series expansion [47]. To avoid increasing the computational
complexity the Taylor series was truncated in the first term, resulting in:
x(t + 1) = x(t) + ts f (x(t)) + tsg(x(t))u(t)(4.21)
min
u(i)∈U
t f∑
i=0
L(x(i), u(i))(4.22)
To find the optimal sequence using the recurrent neural network of (4.17), the dLdu , C(u) and dCdu
quantities need first be calculated. In order to do that the future state sequence and its derivative
with respect to the control sequence is required. This is accomplished in the prediction step where
the dLdu is also calculated. The prediction step is followed by the constraint handling step which
is responsible for the calculation of C(u) and dCdu . It should be noted that this distinction is made
only for presentation purposes since it is possible to handle the constraints in parallel with the
prediction, as values become available.
4.2.3.1 Prediction
The state sequence is obtained directly from (4.21). Differentiating (4.21) with respect to a control
action u(i):
dx(k + 1)
du(i)
=
dx(k)
du(i)
+ tsJ f (x(k))
dx(k)
du(i)
+ tsJg(x(k))
dx(k)
du(i)
u(k) + tsg(x(k))
du(k)
du(i)
=
[
I + tsJ f (x(k)) + tsJg(x(k))u(k)
] dx(k)
du(i)
+ tsg(x(k))
du(k)
du(i)
(4.23)
Actions can only affect future states:
(4.24)
dx(k)
du(i)
= 0,∀x(k), u(i) : i ≥ k
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and do not depend on past or future actions:
(4.25)
du(k)
du(i)
=

1 if i = k
0 otherwise
Using (4.23) and taking into account (4.24) and (4.25), the following update rule for calculating
the dx(t)du(i) from the previous prediction step is obtained:
(4.26)
dx(k + 1)
du(i)
=

0 if k + 1 < i
tsg(x(k)) if k + 1 = i[
I + tsJ f (x(k)) + tsJg(x(k))u(k)
]
dx(k)
du(i) otherwise
A cost function that separates the contribution of the control sequence from that of the state of the
helicopter is assumed:
L =
Ns∑
j=1
L∗(x( j)) + wuTu(4.27)
where L∗ is a function of the state and w is a positive weight factor. The latter models the weight
of the control effort on the cost function and is typically a small value.
The derivative of the cost function is then given by:
(4.28)
dL
du
=
Ns∑
i=1
(
∂L∗
∂x(i)
dx(i)
du
)
+ 2wu
Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram of the prediction module of the controller. On the left the initial
state and the control sequence are used to determine future states and their derivatives with respect
to the control sequence in a cascade of model evaluations. Although this part can be parallelized
with respect to the control sequence, each step in the state prediction dimension requires the previ-
ous to be completed. Nevertheless, observing (4.26), it is evident that the dxdu is a triangular matrix
and as a result some computations can be easily skipped. Furthermore as the derivatives are calcu-
lated they are also used to update the value of the dLdu .
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u(1)
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x(2) x(Ns)x(1)
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dx(1)
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dx(2)
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∂L∗
∂x(1)
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∂x(2)
∂L∗
∂x(3)
Σ
x
dx
du
dL
du
Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the prediction module of the controller. On the left half a cascaded
connection is used to calculate dx(i)du from
dx(i−1)
du . The summation block is initialized to the value of
2wu.
4.2.3.2 Constraints
There are three types of constraints imposed on the controller. The first concerns the physical
limits of the actuator:
(4.29) θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax ⇒ 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
This type of constraint is easily handled by appropriate design of the neural network activation
function. In this case the activation function is a saturation function that limits the input to the
range [0, 1], so that the control sequence is always within the actuator limits:
(4.30) (·)+ = min(1,max(·, 0))
The second constraint is incorporated to avoid blade stall. Assuming that the thrust required to
keep the helicopter in the area is constant, as the rpm drops the blade pitch needs to be adjusted to
compensate. Nevertheless there is a limit after which the air flow separates and lift is lost. This is
typically modeled using the blade loading coefficient (CT
σ
) which can take values up to 0.12–0.14
without stalling [54]. In this case a conservative limit of 0.125 was chosen:
(4.31) CT ≤ σ8 ⇒
1
2
σCl,a
(
1
3
u(θmax − θmin) +
1
3
θmin −
1
200
x4(i) − x1(i)
x3(i)
)
≤ σ
8
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The last constraint is designed to protect the main rotor from mechanical stress. This is because
for very low blade pitch the rotor angular velocity may increase above nominal, possibly dam-
aging the rotor assembly. The constraint is typically expressed as a function of the nominal rotor
rpm.
(4.32) Ω ≤ frΩ0 ⇒ x3 ≤ fr
where from literature fr typically takes values between 1.05 and 1.25 [8, 52].
The constraints in the vector form required by the recurrent neural network are given by:
(4.33) C(u) =

[
CT (i) − σ8
]
1≤i≤Nc
[
Ω( j) − frΩ0
]
1≤ j≤Nc

or
(4.34) C(u) =

[
σCl,a(θmax−θmin )
6
(
u +
θmin
θmax−θmin
− 34 1θmax−θmin
1
Cl,a
− 3400 1θmax−θmin
x4(i)−x1(i)
x3(i)
)]
1≤i≤Nc
[
x3( j) − fr
]
1≤ j≤Nc

Finally differentiating (4.34) with respect to the control sequence gives dCdu :
(4.35)
dC
du
=

σCl,a(θmax−θmin )
6 [I]Nc×Nc −
σCl,a
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[ dx4(i)
dx1(i)
−1
x3(i)
dx1(i)
du( j) − x4(i)−x1(i)x23(i)
dx3(i)
du( j)
]
1≤i≤Nc
1≤ j≤Nc
[
dx3(i)
du( j)
]
1≤i≤Nc
1≤ j≤Nc

It should be noted that there is an issue with the use of the constraints as modeled above. This
issue occurs when the helicopter’s sink rate exceeds the autorotative sink rate, that is the sink rate
where no energy is added or subtracted from the main rotor. At this state if collective is suddenly
increased the rotor rpm will show an increase instead of decreasing. The reason is that the inflow
ratio will be negative and the collective dependent term in the torque balance will be positive and
higher than the torque losses. This results in a dCdu that has elements with positive sign. As the main
rotor approaches the rpm limit, the controller will accurately predict the violation of the constraint,
but the commanded action will be to decrease collective instead of increasing it.
The aforementioned problem can be accommodated in various ways. One alternative is to put
a constraint on the sink rate. This constraint will ensure that the helicopter does not exceed the
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autorotative sink rate corresponding to the rpm upper limit. In this case a constraint on rotor rpm is
no longer necessary since rpm will slowly increase until it reaches the upper limit. The disadvan-
tage of this approach is that the energy available on the main rotor during flare can be significantly
lower depending on the initial delay to detect the failure and the altitude at which the failure oc-
curred. This is because until the failure is detected and collective is lowered the rotor is quickly
bleeding rpm and there may not be enough time to recover the lost rpm.
A second approach and the one used in this work is to introduce an inequality constraint on the
rpm rate of change. Specifically when the rpm approaches the rpm upper limit, the rate of change
is restricted to zero or negative values. As a consequence the controller needs to raise the col-
lective and reduce the helicopter sink rate to the autorotative value. In this case (4.33)–(4.35)
become:
(4.36) C(u) =

[
CT (i) − σ8
]
1≤i≤Nc
[
Ω˙( j)
]
1≤ j≤Nc

(4.37)
C(u) =

[
k1
(
u +
θmin
θmax−θmin
− 34 1θmax−θmin
1
Cl,a
− 3400 1θmax−θmin
x4(i)−x1(i)
x3(i)
)]
1≤i≤Nc
[
k2(x4( j) − x1( j))x3( j)
(
u +
θmin
θmax−θmin
− 0.859
θmax−θmin
x4( j)−x1( j)
x3( j)
+ 4295
θmax−θmin
x3( j)
x4( j)−x1( j)
)]
1≤ j≤Nc

(4.38)
dC
du
=

k1 [I]Nc×Nc −
σCl,a
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[ dx4(i)
dx1(i)
−1
x3(i)
dx1(i)
du( j) − x4(i)−x1(i)x23(i)
dx3(i)
du( j)
]
1≤i≤Nc
1≤ j≤Nc

k2
((
dx4(i)
dx1(i)
− 1
)
x3(i)
dx1(i)
du( j) − (x4(i) − x1(i))dx3(i)du( j)
) (
u +
θmin
θmax−θmin
+ 1
1
x3(i)
dx3(i)
du( j) +
dx4(i)
dx1(i)
−1
x4(i)−x1(i)
dx1(i)
du( j)
+ 8590
θmax−θmin
x3(i)
dx3(i)
du( j)(
dx4(i)
dx1(i)
−1
)
x3(i)
dx1(i)
du( j) −(x4(i)−x1(i))
dx3(i)
du( j)
− 1.718
θmax−θmin
(x4(i)−x1(i))
(
dx4(i)
dx1(i)
−1
)
dx1(i)
du( j)(
dx4(i)
dx1(i)
−1
)
x3(i)
dx1(i)
du( j) −(x4(i)−x1(i))
dx3(i)
du( j)
)

1≤i≤Nc
1≤ j≤Nc

where k1 =
σCl,a(θmax−θmin )
6 and k2 = −
2.91ραAR3σCl,a(θmax−θmin )
103IR
.
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dC
du
(·)+
(·)+
Calculate
C(u, x)
γ
γ
∫
∫+ -- +
- -
+
+
-
χ
Prediction
dx
du
dL
du
x
x0
u
·
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the NN-NMPC. The left part concerns the model-based prediction,
while on the right a recurrent neural network is used for non-linear optimization. With the
exception of the prediction block, the other operations can be run in parallel.
4.2.3.3 Non-linear Optimization
After the dLdu , C(u) and dCdu quantities are calculated, they are fed to the recurrent neural network.
The block diagram of the entire NN-NMPC is provided in Figure 4.3. After the prediction block
detailed in Figure 4.2 has completed its calculations, the constraint and its derivative with respect
to the control sequence are calculated. Each element of the constraint vector as well as the con-
straint derivative matrix can be calculated independently, allowing parallelization. The right part of
the NN-NMPC implements the recurrent neural network used for non-linear optimization. The top
path updates the control sequence while the lower is used to update the auxiliary vector χ mapping
the constraints.
From Figure 4.3, the number of operations in the neural network are Nc2 + 3Nc multiplications,
Nc
2 + 9Nc additions and 4Nc comparisons which indicates an execution time of O(Nc2). Nev-
ertheless in the case of specialized hardware that allows parallelization, the same operations can
be accomplished in O(Nc). Furthermore the time constant can also be reduced by executing the
update of u and χ in parallel and taking into account that the dCdu matrix is triangular, whereby the
number of operations in the dot product block are significantly reduced.
4.2.4 Design Summary
The algorithm summarizing the collective controller is given in Figure 4.4. The inner loop corre-
sponds to the NN-NMPC calculations to determine the optimal control sequence, while the outer
loop executes when a new state is observed. Inside the inner loop, a smaller prediction loop is
executed that calculates incrementally the x, dxdu ,
dL
du , C(u) and dCdu quantities. This approach was
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chosen to lower the amount of memory required to execute the calculations. Specifically only the
most current value of x, dxdu and
dL
du is kept.
It should also be noted that the number of repetitions of the inner loop is not necessarily constant.
An alternative design may be used that continuously updates the control sequence until a new state
is observed or the neural network has converged.
foreach New sensor data (z) received do Outer loop
Filter (z) using EKF to obtain an estimate on current state x(0)
for k ← 0 to E − 1 do Inner loop
dL
du ← wuTu
for i← 0 to Ns do
for j← 0 to Nc − 1 do
Calculate dx(i)du( j)
end
Calculate x(i + 1) from x(i)
dL
du ← dLdu + dLdx dx(i)du
Calculate C(i) // CT−constraint
Calculate C(Nc + i) // Ω−constraint
for j← 1 to Nc − 1 do
Calculate dC(i)du( j) // CT−constraint
Calculate dC(Nc+i)du( j) // Ω−constraint
end
end
χ← χ + γ
[
−χ + (χ − C(u))+]
u ← u + γ
[
−u +
(
u − dLdu − dCduχ
)+]
end
Send collective command u(0)
u ← [u(1) u(2) . . . u(Nc − 1) u(Nc − 1)]
end
Figure 4.4: The NN-NMPC algorithm. On line 3 instead of having a fixed epoch size, the updating
may be allowed to continue until new sensor data are available or the network has converged.
As mentioned in the previous sections, several of the calculations required can be executed in
parallel thus allowing higher update rates. Figure 4.5 provides an overview of how the algorithm
of Figure 4.4 can be executed on specially designed hardware.
4.3 Vertical Autorotation Controller
It should be noted that although the NN-NMPC is the central part of the vertical autorotation con-
troller, it requires other components to operate efficiently. Since the other components are intrinsic
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 x(1)
2 x(2) dx(1)du
3 x(3) dx(2)du
∂L∗
∂x(1)
dx(1)
du C(0) C(Nc) dC(0)du dC(Nc)du
... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Nc + 1 x(Nc + 1)
dx(Nc)
du
∂L∗
∂x(Nc−1)
dx(Nc−1)
du C(Nc − 1) C(2Nc − 1) dC(Nc−1)du dC(2Nc−1)du
Nc + 2 x(Nc + 2)
dx(Nc+1)
du
∂L∗
∂x(Nc)
dx(Nc)
du
... · · · · · · · · ·
Ns x(Ns)
dx(Ns−1)
du
∂L∗
∂x(Ns−2)
dx(Ns−2)
du
Ns + 1
dx(Ns)
du
∂L∗
∂x(Ns−1)
dx(Ns−1)
du
Ns + 2 ∂L
∗
∂x(Ns)
dx(Ns)
du
Ns + 3 u χ
Figure 4.5: Overview of the calculations in the NN-NMPC loop that can run in parallel. Each box
can be executed in O(1) time. Columns signify computations running in parallel, specifically nine
parallel computation streams. To execute the computations of each row, the results of the previous
row must first be available. This means that the entire loop requires O(Ns) time.
to its operation they should not jeopardize the capability for real-time operation by imposing sig-
nificant computational overhead.
Since the NN-NMPC provides only the collective pitch, one of the aforementioned required com-
ponents is a controller that determines the cyclic and tail rotor pitch commands necessary to keep
the aircraft level and with constant heading. This controller can either be the nominal flight con-
troller of the helicopter or an independent module implemented in the vertical autorotation con-
troller. In either case, henceforth it will be referred to as the RPY controller.
Furthermore, and before sensor measurements are used by the NN-NMPC for prediction and
determining the optimal control sequence, they need to be appropriately filtered to remove noise.
The following sections present these two components as well as an optional component that filters
the output of the neural network. The latter provides diagnostic information on the convergence
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behavior of the neural network and can be also used to provide a better estimate of the optimal
control action in the case where the neural network did not successfully converge.
4.3.1 Roll/Pitch/Yaw Controller
The RPY controller is used to keep the roll, pitch and yaw rates near zero during descent. This
ensures that all of the main rotor thrust is used to keep the helicopter sink rate in check and as
a result the accuracy of the model described in Section 4.2.1 does not deteriorate. In addition to
that, it is responsible for maintaining zero lateral and longitudinal velocity, effectively ensuring a
vertical autorotation.
In this work a fuzzy controller described in [32] was used to implement the RPY controller. The
original controller consisted of four independent fuzzy inference systems, one for each of the
aforementioned control outputs and one for controlling the collective. The pitch and roll con-
trollers are used unchanged. Each has four inputs, one output and 375 rules.
The tail rotor pitch controller has two inputs, the heading error and the yaw rate. The output also
incorporated a bias designed to counter the helicopter turning moment due to the main rotor. This
controller was modified to take into account the change in the moment induced by the main ro-
tor after the failure occurs. Specifically the internal bias was removed and the output gives the
required tail rotor pitch assuming no torquing from the main rotor. An external bias is then in-
troduced that calculates the required tail rotor thrust and from that the tail rotor pitch to exactly
counter the main rotor.
The required bias is calculated using (3.21):
QMR − TTR lTR = 0
ραAMRΩMR
2RMR
2CQMR − ραATRΩTR2RTR2CT TR lTR = 0
CT TR =
ΩMR
2RMR
5
ΩTR
2RTR4
CQMR
lTR
(4.39)
The main rotor torque coefficient is calculated based on (3.20) and then used in (4.39) to calculate
the required tail rotor thrust coefficient to counter the turning moment of the rotor. After the latter
is obtained, it is converted to tail rotor pitch using (3.19).
An overview of the design of the RPY controller is given in Figure 4.6. The three fuzzy inference
systems receive relevant sensor information after required preprocessing to calculate errors and
convert velocities from the local to the global frame.
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the RPY controller.
4.3.2 Sensor Fusion
The information from the sensors is filtered using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) that utilizes
the internal, non-linear model of vertical autorotation. This allows the removal of sensor noise,
while reusing the calculations carried out in the prediction step of the NN-NMPC. As a result of
the latter the contribution of the EKF to the time required for a complete loop is minimal.
The state transition and observation equations used for the EKF are given by:
x(k + 1) = x(k) + ts f (x(k)) + tsg(x(k))u(k) + ξ(k)(4.40)
z(k + 1) = x(k + 1) + ζ(k)(4.41)
where the ξ(t) and ζ(t) represent zero mean gaussian noise with covariance matrices Q and R
respectively.
The operation of the EKF is typically separated into two steps, the prediction and the update. The
prediction step first calculates the predicted new state x(k + 1) of the helicopter based on the
previous state and the control action from (4.21). It then updates the covariance matrix P using:
(4.42) P ←
[
I + tsJ f (x(k)) + tsJg(x(k))u(k)
]
P
[
I + tsJ f (x(k)) + tsJg(x(k))u(k)
]T
+ Q
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In the update step, the predictions are corrected based on the actual new state of the helicopter as
measured by the sensors z(k + 1). The Kalman gain is calculated by:
(4.43) K = P(P + R)−1
The predicted new state is then updated using:
(4.44) x(k + 1)← x(k + 1) +K [z(k + 1) − x(k + 1)]
and the corrected covariance matrix P is given by:
(4.45) P ← (I − K)P
In the equations above the slowest step is the matrix inversion required for calculating the Kalman
gain in (4.43). This is accomplished using LU factorization and backsubstitution of unit vectors,
although direct calculation is also possible since the matrix is only of size 3.
4.3.3 Neural Network Filtering
Although not necessary for the performance of the NN-NMPC, an additional module was intro-
duced in the output of the neural network. It is used for diagnostic purposes and simulation result
analysis by providing insight on how well the neural network has converged. Specifically, this
module keeps a record of the average and variance of the network’s output during the last 20%
of the epoch.
To conserve on memory both values are evaluated iteratively based on the previous value. The
mean is given by [85]:
(4.46) µn =
n − 1
n
µn−1 +
1
n
un
while the variance is calculated by adapting the iterative calculation of corrected sums in [85] as
follows:
(4.47) σ2n = σ
2
n−1 +
n − 1
n2
(un − µn−1)2
where the subscript denotes the number of entries taken into account. For example if the values to
be averaged are given by xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n:
(4.48) µn ≡
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi
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Another use of this module is to provide the mean value recorded as the control output to the he-
licopter. This may be beneficial when there is a concern on whether the neural network converged
or not, but will not have any effect if convergence was achieved early.
4.3.4 Vertical Autorotation Controller Block Diagram
The block diagram of the vertical autorotation controller is given in Figure 4.7. There are two
distinct loops in the controller. The first is internal to the NN-NMPC and is used to optimize the
control sequence for the current state. The update rate used is determined by the epoch size param-
eter (E) which corresponds to the number of iterations of the neural network. In the simulations
detailed in Chapter 5, it is executed with rates up to 3 kHz.
u
u(1)
Extended
Kalman Filter
u(2),u(3), . . . ,u(Nc − 1),u(Nc − 1)
Helicopter
NN-NMPC
xˆ
RPY Controller
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Coll
Averaging
Filter
Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the vertical autorotation controller. The controller is comprised of
the NN-NMPC which is responsible for collective, the RPY-Controller for roll, pitch and yaw as
well as an EKF to filter the information sent by the sensors.
The second loop runs at a significantly lower rate (10–20Hz) and includes the helicopter. In each
iteration of the outer loop it first samples the state of the neural network which corresponds to
the (near-)optimal control sequence. The first element of that sequence is sent to the helicopter,
while the rest is fed back as the initial neural network state for the next optimization epoch. At the
same time the new state of the helicopter is observed, filtered using the EKF and fed back to the
prediction block of the NN-NMPC.
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Chapter 5: Simulation Results
The NN-NMPC is implemented as a C library to allow testing with different simulators and envi-
ronments. To determine its performance, as well as the effect of various parameters on accuracy
and convergence speed, several simulations were carried out modeling different scenarios. The
results of these tests are presented in two sections, the first concerning the case of the OH-58A
helicopter with high energy rotor system and the second the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2.
The simulations were carried out using a simulator developed in C++ that implements the model
described in Section 3.5. The update rate used is 1 kHz while the NN-NMPC update rate can be
set independently. The simulator accepts a range of command-line options that include helicopter
selection, initial helicopter state and NN-NMPC parameters. During execution, the simulation
time, convergence progress as well as both the actual and measured state presented to the con-
troller are saved in a file to allow later analysis.
In addition to the use of the aforementioned simulator, experiments were done in the X-Plane sim-
ulator. This particular simulator offers high precision and the ability to interface with controllers
located locally or on the network using the UDP protocol. It also offers superior visualization
capabilities as well as video capturing.
For the X-Plane simulations, a graphical user interface was developed for the NN-NMPC using
Qt/C++. The user interface allows easy monitoring of the state of the helicopter in X-Plane as well
as setting parameters and set-points. The communication is implemented using UDP on a local
network at an update rate of 10Hz. Specifically the X-Plane sends information on the state of the
helicopter and simulator and receives four commands, the longitudinal and later cyclic in the range
[0, 1] and the collective and tail rotor pitch in degrees. This software also implements the RPY
controller as a separate module. The latter is capable of reading fuzzy inference system definitions
produced by the fuzzy toolbox of Matlab and storing them in memory. It then calculates the cyclic
and tail rotor pitch commands taking into account the bias from (4.39).
Before discussing the results, three regions of operation are identified as shown in Figure 5.1 which
depicts the sink rate and Ω trajectories for a descent starting at 120m. The distinction between
these regions will be used extensively in this chapter because the effect of certain parameters on
controller performance changes from one to another. Each region is characterized by the the vari-
able that governs the output of the controller. Specifically whereas in the first region, the heli-
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copter descents freely, at one point the rotor rpm approaches the maximum allowed and then the
Ω-controlled region is entered. In the last stage of the descent (vH-controlled region) the sink rate
is rapidly reduced and maintained at a low value until the helicopter touches the ground. It should
be noted that when the initial altitude is sufficiently small, the helicopter may never enter the Ω-
controlled region.
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Figure 5.1: During the autorotative descent the helicopter traverses three distinct regions of
operation: free, Ω-controlled and vH-controlled descent.
5.1 OH-58A HERS
The OH-58A is a single engine helicopter used mainly in military observation applications mod-
ified with a high energy rotor system (HERS). It was initially developed by Bell helicopter in
the late 1960s based on the design of the Bell 206 Jetranger. In 1976 the U.S. Army Mobility
Research and Development Laboratory awarded a contract to the Bell Helicopter Textron company
titled “Increased Aircraft Agility with High Energy Rotor System” [18]. The company modified
the blades adding tip weights to increase inertia and performed flight tests totalling 21.9 h [18].
The results were later used by Lee [51] and other researchers to test optimal autorotation trajectory
optimization algorithms. The parameters used for the simulations are summarized in Table 5.1.
5.1.1 Baseline Scenario
The baseline case against which the tested scenarios are compared involves a descent from an
initial altitude of 120m using perfect sensor information. The controller objective is to maintain
a sink rate of 0.5m s−1 during the last 3m of the descent. The simulation is performed at an update
rate of 1 kHz while the controller is run at 10Hz. The neural network parameters are E = 150 and
γ = 0.08.
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Table 5.1: Vertical autorotation model parameters for a modified OH-58A helicopter with high
energy rotor system. Source: [18, 51].
Helicopter mass (M) 1,360 kg
Main rotor moment of inertia (IR) 1,822 kgm2
Solidity factor (σ) 0.048
Main rotor disc radius (R) 5.37m
Main rotor mean drag coefficient (Cd,0) 0.0087
Main rotor lift coefficient (Cl,a) 5.73 rad−1
Equivalent unit drag coefficient area ( fe) 2.32m2
Induced power correction factor (κ) 1.13
Nominal main rotor speed (Ω0) 354 rpm or 37 rad s−1
Air density (ρα) 1.225 kgm−3
Distance between tail and main rotor 5.94m
Nominal tail rotor speed (Ω0TR) 2,620 rpm or 274.4 rad s−1
Tail rotor disc radius (RTR) 0.82m
Tail rotor lift coefficient (Cl,aTR) 5.04 rad
−1
Tail rotor solidity factor (σTR) 0.094
Minimum main rotor pitch −2◦
Maximum main rotor pitch 16◦
Maximum main rotor rpm 1.15Ω0
The resulting sink rate, rotor rpm and control input trajectories for Ns = 10 and Nc = 5 are
presented in Figure 5.2. The same trajectories for larger prediction and control horizons, namely
Ns = 12 and Nc = 6 are shown in Figure 5.3.
The results show that the helicopter accomplished the stated objective, without violating the thrust
coefficient and rpm constraints. The whole maneuver lasts for about 14 s, although about half
of it corresponds to the last 4m of the descent. The sudden jump in blade pitch at an altitude of
about 60m is due to the big drop required in the sink rate so that the Ω-constraint is not violated.
A smoother transition is also possible, but at the expense of either violating the constraint or re-
quiring a longer prediction horizon.
It should also be noted that although a sink rate of 0.5m s−1 is achieved, towards the end of the
maneuver an increase in the sink rate is observed. This is due to the rapid loss of inertial energy in
the rotor and the onset of stall in the blades that requires checking the rate of increase of the blade
pitch. Nevertheless, and despite the increase, the velocity at touchdown remains within mechanical
tolerances of the landing gear, since the latter is typically designed for sink rates up to 3m s−1.
Both of the aforementioned figures also present the resulting trajectories for E = 1500. It is
obvious that despite the tenfold increase in the time available to the neural network, the output
is not significantly different and the results are comparable.
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Figure 5.2: The sink rate, rotor rpm and control input of the OH-58A helicopter for a descent from
an initial altitude of 120m (Ns = 10, Nc = 5). The shaded regions represent the posed constraints.
The scale on the right side of the graphs has been altered to show the last stage of the descent in
higher detail.
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Figure 5.3: The sink rate, rotor rpm and control input of the OH-58A helicopter for a descent from
an initial altitude of 120m (Ns = 12, Nc = 6). The shaded regions represent the posed constraints.
The scale on the right side of the graphs has been altered to show the last stage of the descent in
higher detail.
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5.1.1.1 Cost Function
The cost function, chosen by trial and error, is given by:
(5.1) L∗ = 0.05 (max(vH , 5.5) − 0.5)2 e1−1.25min(z,1)
and is visualized in Figure 5.4.
This function was designed to introduce large penalties for sink rates away from 0.5m s−1 during
the last 3m of the descent. To keep the cost function from increasing too much, the sink rate input
is saturated to 5.5m s−1. Similarly an exponential term is used to make the transition to lower al-
titudes smoother and avoid large derivatives. Finally the scaling constant was determined through
trial and error to ensure derivatives with appropriate order of magnitude.
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Figure 5.4: The cost function used by the controller for autorotation of the OH-58A helicopter.
5.1.1.2 Non-linear Optimization Problem Convexity
To evaluate the possibility of the helicopter entering regions where the problem is non-convex,
random sampling was used to determine the maximum allowable prediction horizon. Specifically
28,000 samples were taken over the entire state-action space and for different control horizons
and controller sampling times. For each sample the highest value of Ns (up to 100) where the
d2L∗
du2 remains positive definite was recorded. This Ns represents a conservative limit on the longest
prediction horizon available. This is because it is possible that even after momentarily entering a
non-convex region, at the next epoch the problem will be convex again. Furthermore as discussed
in Section 4.2.2, the neural network is capable of global convergence for a class of non-convex
problems as well.
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The 5% of the samples exhibiting the lower allowable Ns are presented in Figure 5.5. These results
were obtained using Nc = 6 and ts = 50ms . It is evident that high sink rates may jeopardize the
convexity of the problem. This is exacerbated by correspondingly high action values that would
normally violate the thrust coefficient constraint. In any case the worst-case Ns was found to be 20
and less than 2% of the samples had Ns < 40.
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Figure 5.5: Worst-case Ns for different values of vH , blade pitch with Nc = 6 and ts = 50ms in the
case of the OH-58A helicopter. The lowest values occur for high sink rates and are typically
combined with high input actions.
The effect of different values of Nc and ts on the worst-case prediction horizon is found in Fig-
ure 5.6. This figure shows that the control horizon has a significantly more pronounced effect than
the sampling time used. For low ts the problem is convex even with prediction horizons approach-
ing 40. In the case of ts = 50ms that was chosen for the simulations, the worst case Ns varies
between 8 and 20 depending on the control horizon. Nevertheless it should be noted that the first
octile is 100 with the exception of Nc = 10. In general a prediction horizon up to 0.5 s ahead is not
expected to cause convergence problems due to problem non-convexity.
5.1.1.3 Convergence Characteristics
The output of the neural network during each epoch of the baseline simulation and for different
stages of the descent is presented in Figures 5.7 to 5.9. The transition from free to Ω-controlled
descent is presented in Figure 5.7. The oscillations in epochs 39 and 40 are because of the sudden
jump in required output and the associated learning rate. They could have been avoided at the cost
of a slower transition and the possibility of violating the rpm constraint. Using a higher update rate
may also help to alleviate this issue since it allows for finer control.
The transition from Ω-controlled to vH-controlled descent is smoother and is presented in Fig-
ure 5.8. Oscillations are also evident in epoch 71 that are also attributed to the sudden jump in
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Figure 5.6: Worst-case and first octile Ns as a function of Nc, ts in the case of the OH-58A
helicopter. The first octile was calculated using the M&M method [59].
required output. In contrast, the learning rate was insufficient to allow convergence in epoch 72.
The final stage of the descent including the touchdown is presented in Figure 5.9. In this case the
rotor rpm has decayed significantly and the helicopter is trying to maintain thrust without entering
stall. This results in some oscillations in the last few epochs, that are nevertheless of very small
amplitude and do not influence the successful completion of the maneuver.
5.1.1.4 Real-time Operation
An additional parameter that is important in this problem is the execution speed of the controller.
To determine this, the execution time of a single iteration was calculated for different prediction
and control horizons. Since a single iteration is very fast, its execution time was estimated by
measuring the total time required for 2,000 iterations. The tests were carried out using a single-
core Athlon XP 3200+ (model of 2005) CPU, throttled to a frequency of 1GHz running a 32-
bit version of Debian Linux. No parallelization or off-line optimization was used to improve the
execution time. The cost of the EKF was also calculated under the same conditions and was found
to be approximately 128µs.
The results of these tests are presented in Figure 5.10 as a function of prediction horizon. For Ns =
10 and Nc = 5 a controller iteration required 0.88ms whereas for Ns = 12 and Nc = 6 this time
increased to 1.23ms. If an update rate of 10Hz is chosen, under the aforementioned conditions the
maximum epoch length is 113 and 81 respectively. For higher prediction and control horizon the
number of possible iterations drops considerably, down to 30 for Ns = 20 and Nc = 10.
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Figure 5.7: The evolution of the output of the neural network during the transition from free to
Ω-controlled descent in the case of the OH-58A helicopter. The transition is complete within 5
epochs or 0.5 s.
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Figure 5.8: The evolution of the output of the neural network during the transition from
Ω-controlled to vH-controlled descent in the case of the OH-58A helicopter.
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Figure 5.9: The evolution of the output of the neural network in the last seconds before touchdown
in the case of the OH-58A helicopter.
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5.1.2 Initial Altitude
The initial altitude can influence the state of the helicopter at the final stage of the descent and
specifically the rotational energy available in the rotor to reduce the sink rate. For initial altitudes
exceeding 90m the helicopter will have time to reach the limit of the allowable rotor rpm. As a
result in each case it will reach the flare altitude with Ω ≃ 1.15Ω0 and vH ≃ 15m s−1.
Conversely in the occasions were the initial altitude is lower than 90m, the kinetic energy stored
in the rotor will be lower. The sink rate can be lower than 15m s−1 if the helicopter failed at a very
low altitude (< 10m) or higher for intermediate altitudes. Figure 5.11 presents the trajectories for
three simulations that feature an initial altitude of 120m, 60m and 30m. In the last instance and
although the output of the controller does not deviate significantly from that of the other simula-
tions, the target sink rate is achieved only centimeters above the ground. This is because of the
thrust coefficient constraint and the lower energy stored in the rotor. To improve the performance
in this case, either the prediction horizon would need to be increased or the thrust coefficient con-
straint be relaxed.
5.1.3 Learning Rate
Higher values of the neural network learning rate parameter are typically used to improve the
convergence speed. On the other hand, such values can lead to over-corrections and oscillations.
This is exacerbated by constraint enforcement and results in producing the opposite of the desired
effect. The influence of the effect of the controller design parameter γ was evaluated using the
variance in the neural network output during the last 20% of the repetitions of each cycle. The
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Figure 5.11: The effect of different initial altitudes on the performance of the OH-58A controller.
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variance was calculated using the module described in Section 4.3.3. If the neural network has
converged, low output variance is expected.
The results summarized in Figure 5.12 show that high variance is exhibited mainly in regions
where the helicopter transitions from one mode to another. This is expected because the cost and
constraint derivatives take their higher values there. Additionally for learning rates 0.12 and above,
variance is exhibited first in the region of deceleration and then in the entire velocity-controlled
region.
5.1.4 Noise
To investigate the impact of sensor noise on controller performance, three simulations were carried
out using three different noise levels. In all cases the noise is considered to be zero-mean, gaussian
with varying standard deviation. The noise levels are summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Sensor noise levels used in the case of the OH-58A helicopter.
Standard deviation
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Sink rate (m s−1) 0.1 0.2 0.5
Altitude (m) 0.1 0.25 0.75
Rotor speed (RPM) 3.5 7 10.5
Figure 5.13 shows the simulation results for the first noise level scenario. The trajectory is not
significantly changed and the only thing affected is the controller output during the Ω-controlled
descent. The latter occurs because of the design of the controller that tries to maintain constant
rpm and becomes more pronounced as the noise in the rpm measurements increases as shown in
Figure 5.14. As the noise level increases the vH-controlled region starts to get affected as well.
This is because the controller is required to maintain a constant velocity in the face of noisy mea-
surements. Nevertheless even in the case of the third noise level, the trajectory is not significantly
affected. It should be noted that in the last case the simulation is terminated early. This is because
according to the information available to the controller, the helicopter has reached the ground. To
alleviate this problem in an actual implementation the controller can be allowed to continue giving
commands even after the first time the altitude sensor indicates a touchdown.
5.1.5 Reaction Time
Reaction time can play an important role in the success of an autorotation maneuver. The required
maximum pilot reaction time to an event is 2 s, but high workload may negatively influence that
[70]. Although an automated system is expected to allow sub-second detection of a failure, the
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Figure 5.13: The trajectory of the OH-58A helicopter with and without noise under the first noise
level. The crosses correspond to the measurements given by the corresponding sensor.
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Figure 5.14: The trajectory of the OH-58A helicopter with and without noise under the second
noise level. The crosses correspond to the measurements given by the corresponding sensor.
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Figure 5.15: The trajectory of the OH-58A helicopter with and without noise under the third noise
level. The crosses correspond to the measurements given by the corresponding sensor.
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controller was tested for 1, 2 and 3 s delay between onset of failure and detection. During this time
interval the controller tries to hover the helicopter using the same collective as before the failure
occurred. This results in rapid loss of rpm, close to 20% in the case of 3 s delay. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 5.16.
It is evident that the delay time has a similar effect with starting from a lower initial altitude. For
delays of 1 and 2 s the rotor speed reaches maximum allowed rpm and the trajectories during the
flare are very close. On the other hand with a 3 s delay the helicopter reaches flare with lower rpm
and higher sink rate, thus reaching the goal of vH = 0.5m s−1 slightly delayed.
5.1.6 Sampling Rate
The controller was also tested to determine the effect of the sampling rate using rates double and
triple the one used in the baseline case, namely 20Hz and 30Hz. Higher sampling rates allow the
NN-NMPC to have finer collective control. Additionally it improves performance when for any
reason the neural network did not converge, since newer states are observed more often and the
control is updated accordingly. This is evident in Figure 5.17 where for higher sampling rates the
dip in sink rate from free descent to Ω-controlled descent is smaller. Nevertheless the trajectories
for higher sampling rates are very similar, especially when comparing those for 20Hz and 30Hz
which indicates that no significant benefits can be expected from further increase.
Increasing the sampling rate may also deteriorate the performance of the controller. For example if
the sampling rate is doubled, the time available to the neural network to converge is reduced by a
factor of two. This means that it may not be possible to maintain epoch sizes as high as 150.
5.2 X-Plane Simulation
To assess the performance of the complete autonomous autorotation controller, the X-Plane simu-
lator was used. This simulator allows the definition of new aircraft models, by defining the shapes
and types of the aerodynamic surfaces, as well as engine and rotor characteristics. Since the OH-
58A model does not exist in the aircraft model database, the Bell 207 helicopter model was used
instead. The latter was modified to add weights at the tips of the rotors to increase the rotor inertia
and the total mass of the helicopter was adjusted to 1,360 kg.
To test the controller an engine failure was simulated at an altitude of about 180m. The failure
is detected approximately 2 s later and the controller takes over. The results of the simulation are
presented in Figure 5.18. It is evident that the target of 0.5m s−1 was achieved at an altitude of 4m
and the helicopter maintained that velocity for approximately 7 s until it landed.
In these simulation results the tail rotor pitch trajectory is also presented. Before the failure, the
tail rotor pitch is about 15◦. It then rapidly drops because the RPY controller tries to maintain
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Figure 5.16: The effect of reaction time on the OH-58A controller performance. Between onset of
failure and detection, the helicopter is hovering in place.
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Figure 5.17: Controller performance using different sampling rates in the case of the OH-58A
helicopter. Although there are some changes in the controller output, especially after an increase
from 10Hz to 20Hz, the helicopter trajectory itself is not significantly affected.
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Figure 5.18: Simulation results for an autorotative descent from 180m in the X-Plane simulator.
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the original heading using the wrong bias since the torque effect of the main rotor is significantly
reduced. After the failure is detected the tail pitch bias is corrected, the pitch is maintained at 3.8◦
and the yaw rate of the helicopter is near zero. During the flare the bias changes again because of
the increase in collective.
It should be noted that there is significant discrepancy between the internal model of the controller
and that of X-Plane. This is both due to the use of the modified Bell 207 helicopter model instead
of an accurate OH-58A model as well as because the X-Plane simulator models aerodynamic
interactions between the rotor, the fuselage and the ground that are not taken into account in the
controller model. Furthermore, because of the way the engine failure is modeled in X-Plane, the
torque provided to the main rotor does not instantly drop to zero. Nevertheless, and despite these
discrepancies, the autorotation controller performed well and the objective was achieved.
5.3 Raptor 30v2
The Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 is a popular, gas-powered, remote controlled helicopter. It has a
payload capacity of more than 1 kg and run-time of about 10–20min depending on payload and
flight type (hovering, way-point navigation or aggressive maneuvering).
This helicopter and others of similar size and characteristics are often used for robotic research
and development. Despite its small size it can still possess a significant amount of kinetic energy
on impact to pose a risk to people. Specifically using the methodology presented in Section 2.4.2,
the probability of fatality following a ground impact is over 5% ( fα = 106, fβ = 102, fs =
0.5). Nevertheless because of its small size it is possible to satisfy even the strictest kinetic energy
criterion of Section 2.4.2 if the sink rate can be controlled. Specifically if the helicopter sink rate
at the time of impact with a person is less than 3m s−1, then the kinetic energy imparted is less
than 15 J, which reduces the probability of fatality to zero.
As a result in this section, the objective of the controller will be to reduce the kinetic energy during
the last 2.5m of the descent below the aforementioned threshold. Additionally a secondary objec-
tive is to achieve a lower sink rate at the moment of landing of 0.5m s−1. Simulation results for
different scenarios and parameter values are presented in the sections that follow. The Thunder-
tiger Raptor 30v2 model parameters used for the simulations are summarized in Table 5.3.
5.3.1 Baseline Scenario
The baseline case against which the tested scenarios are compared is the same as that for the OH-
58A helicopter. It involves a descent from an initial altitude of 120m using perfect sensor infor-
mation. The simulation is performed at an update rate of 1 kHz while the controller is run at 10Hz.
The neural network parameters are E = 150 and γ = 0.05. The resulting trajectory for Ns = 4 and
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Table 5.3: Model parameters for the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 R/C model helicopter. The
parameters were derived using direct measurement, manufacturer data and expert estimates.
Helicopter mass (M) 3 kg
Main rotor moment of inertia (IR) 0.03 kgm2
Solidity factor (σ) 0.0455
Main rotor disc radius (R) 0.62m
Main rotor mean drag coefficient (Cd,0) 0.0085
Main rotor lift coefficient (Cl,a) 5.84 rad−1
Equivalent unit drag coefficient area ( fe) 0.03m2
Induced power correction factor (κ) 1.15
Nominal main rotor speed (Ω0) 1,800 rpm or 188.5 rad s−1
Air density (ρα) 1.225 kgm−3
Minimum main rotor pitch −6◦
Maximum main rotor pitch 12◦
Maximum main rotor rpm 1.2Ω0
Nc = 3 is presented in Figure 5.19. The prediction horizon was chosen to be smaller since, because
of the lower rotor inertia, the helicopter response to control input is faster.
In the beginning the helicopter free falls, but quickly reaches the rpm limit and the controller re-
duces the sink rate to the autorotative value for that rpm of about 8.5m s−1. The vH-controlled re-
gion is entered at an altitude of 10m, at which point collective is increased. The helicopter reaches
the 3m s−1 sink rate limit at an altitude of approximately 2.6m and 3 s later touches down with
a sink rate of 0.5m s−1. None of the constraints are violated, although during the last 0.5m the
helicopter increases its sink rate from about 0.1m s−1 to 0.5m s−1 because the thrust coefficient
limit has been reached.
The aforementioned figure also presents the resulting trajectories using E = 1500 for comparison
purposes. The increase in time available for convergence resulted in differences only during the
transition between the Ω-controlled and vH-controlled phases of the descent. This is because at the
sink rates experienced during the transition, even small increases in blade pitch have significant
effect which in turn makes convergence more difficult.
5.3.1.1 Cost Function
The cost function chosen is given by:
(5.2) L∗ =

0.1(vH − 1.25z − 0.1)2 vH − 1.25z − 0.1 ≥ 0
0 otherwise
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Figure 5.19: The sink rate, rotor rpm and control input of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 for a
descent from an initial altitude of 120m (Ns = 4, Nc = 3). The bottom two graphs show the sink
rate and altitude as a function of time to touchdown. The shaded regions represent the posed
constraints. The scale on the right side of the graphs has been altered to present the last stage of
the descent in higher detail.
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and is visualized in Figure 5.20. This function was designed to introduce large penalties for high
sink rates during the last phase of the descent. Specifically the penalty is introduced when the
numeric value of the sink rate in m s−1 is higher than that of the altitude in m when the latter is
increased by 25%. In effect this should reduce the sink rate to about 3m s−1 at an altitude of 2.5m
and to 0.1m s−1 during touchdown. The scaling constant was added after trial and error to reduce
the magnitude of the cost and constraint derivatives.
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Figure 5.20: The cost function used by the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 controller.
5.3.1.2 Non-linear Optimization Problem Convexity
Since it is possible for the helicopter to enter regions where the problem is non-convex, random
sampling was used to determine the maximum allowable prediction horizon. As in the case of the
OH-58A, 28,000 samples were taken over the entire state-action space and for different control
horizons and controller sampling times. For each sample the highest value of Ns (up to 100) where
the d
2L∗
du2 remains positive definite was recorded. This Ns represents a conservative limit on the
longest prediction horizon available. This is because it is possible that even after momentarily
entering a non-convex region, at the next epoch the problem will be convex again. Furthermore
as discussed in Section 4.2.2, the neural network is capable of global convergence for a class of
non-convex problems as well.
Figure 5.21 shows the worst 5% of prediction horizons recorded using Nc = 3 and ts = 50ms.
It is evident that high sink-rates may result in a non-convex problem. This is exacerbated by cor-
respondingly high action values that would normally violate the thrust coefficient constraint. In
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any case the worst-case Ns was found to be 5 which is higher than the prediction horizon used.
Furthermore less than 2% of the samples had Ns < 10.
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Figure 5.21: The 5% of samples with lower worst-case Ns for different values of vH and blade
pitch in the case of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2. The simulation was done using Nc = 3 and
ts = 50ms. The lowest values occur for high input actions and are typically combined with high
sink-rates.
The effect of different values of Nc and ts on the worst-case prediction horizon is found in Fig-
ure 5.22. This figure shows that the sampling time is the main influence of convexity rather than
the control horizon. This can be attributed to the faster response times of the smaller helicopter
and the larger errors resulting from use of high ts. If ts = 10ms is used the problem is convex
even with prediction horizons of 10 or higher. In the case of ts = 50ms that was chosen for the
simulations, the worst case Ns is reduced to 4 although the first octile is higher than 10. For even
higher values of ts the worst case Ns remains at 4, although an increasing number of samples have
Ns lower than 10.
5.3.1.3 Convergence Characteristics
The output of the neural network during each epoch of the baseline simulation and for different
stages of the descent is presented in Figures 5.23 to 5.25. The transition from free to Ω-controlled
descent is presented in Figure 5.23. Although the neural network did not converge during epoch
53, the problem is corrected in epoch 54. The non-convergence is partly due to the need for a
sudden increase in blade pitch at a high sink rate, which results in large derivatives of the state
with respect to control.
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Figure 5.22: Worst-case and first octile Ns as a function of Nc, ts in the case of the Thundertiger
Raptor 30v2. The first octile was calculated using the M&M method [59].
Similarly the transition from Ω-controlled to vH-controlled descent also features convergence
issues in epochs 130 to 134. These can be accommodated by higher learning rates, at the cost of
possibly generating convergence problems in other regions.
The final stage of the descent that includes the touchdown is presented in Figure 5.25. The neu-
ral network converges fast and without problems in all epochs shown besides the last 3. This is
because at that point the rotor rpm has decreased to the point of imminent stall. Nevertheless this
does not affect the successful landing since the helicopter is already only a few centimeters from
the ground.
5.3.1.4 Real-time Operation
As in the case of the OH-58A, the execution speed of the controller was measured to determine if
real-time operation is possible. The methodology used is the same as that employed in the case
of the OH-58A helicopter. Specifically a single-core Athlon XP 3200+ (model of 2005) CPU,
throttled to a frequency of 1GHz running a 32-bit version of Debian Linux was used. The result
was obtained by calculating the time required to run 100,000 iterations of the neural network to
account for its very low value.
The execution time measured is 190µs per iteration which is significantly lower than that of the
OH-58A. This is mostly due to the smaller prediction horizon although the simpler cost function
may have contributed as well. Based on the result above, at a controller update rate of 10Hz, more
than 5,000 iterations are possible. Similarly if E = 150, a maximum update rate of 35Hz can be
achieved. The cost of the EKF did not change since the model is of the same dimensionality.
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Figure 5.23: The evolution of the output of the neural network during the transition from free to
Ω-controlled descent in the case of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2. The transition is complete
within 5 epochs or 0.5 s.
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Figure 5.24: The evolution of the output of the neural network during the transition from
Ω-controlled to vH-controlled descent in the case of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2.
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Figure 5.25: The evolution of the output of the neural network during the last seconds before
touchdown in the case of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2.
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5.3.2 Alternative Cost Function
The use of other cost functions to accomplish different objectives is possible. If for example it
is permissible or desirable to allow the sink rate to increase for altitudes between 3m and touch-
down, then the following cost function can be used:
(5.3) L∗ =

0.1 (max(vH , 3.5) − 0.5)2 e9−3z y ≥ 3
0.1 (max(vH , 3.5) − 0.5)2 e2.5z−9 3 > y ≥ 1.5
0.1 (max(vH , 3.5) − 0.5)2 e−3z otherwise
This function is visualized in Figure 5.26. Large penalties are introduced for sink rates away from
0.5m s−1 at an altitude of about 3m and just before touchdown. Of course high sink rates close to
the ground may be problematic since the actual sink rate at touchdown may be more sensitive with
respect to noise and other parameters. The results for a descent from 120m using the cost function
above are given in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.26: An alternative cost function used by the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 controller.
5.3.3 Initial Altitude
The initial altitude can influence the state of the helicopter at the final stage of the descent and
specifically the rotational energy available in the rotor to reduce the sink rate. Three simulations
were carried out using initial altitudes of 60m, 30m and 10m. For initial altitudes exceeding
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Figure 5.27: The sink rate, rotor rpm and control input of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 for a
descent from an initial altitude of 120m (Ns = 5, Nc = 4) using an alternate cost function. The
bottom two graphs show the sink rate and altitude as a function of time to touchdown. The shaded
regions represent the posed constraints. The scale on the right side of the graphs has been altered
to show the last stage of the descent in higher detail.
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60m the helicopter will have time to reach the limit of the rotor rpm allowable and as a result the
trajectory afterwards will be the same.
Conversely in situations were the initial altitude is lower than 60m the helicopter will enter the
vH-controlled region directly from the free descent one. Figure 5.28 presents the trajectories for
the three simulations described above, as well as the baseline descent from 120m for compari-
son purposes. In each case the trajectory of the helicopter is different only initially. After a point
all the trajectories converge and the objective of low sink rate at low altitudes is achieved. It is
noteworthy that in the case where the helicopter was initially at 10m, the sink rate from 7m until
touchdown is essentially identical to the cases where the helicopter started from higher altitudes.
Nevertheless because of the lower rpm available on the rotor, the stall limit is reached earlier and
the sink rate is close to 1m s−1 at touchdown.
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Figure 5.28: The effect of different initial altitudes on the performance of the Thundertiger Raptor
30v2 controller.
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5.3.4 Learning Rate
As already mentioned, although high learning rates are desirable to improve convergence speed,
they can have adverse effects and may even result in the neural network not converging at all.
As in Section 5.1.3, the influence of the effect of the design parameter γ was evaluated using the
variance in the neural network output during the last 20% of the repetitions of each cycle. The
variance was calculated using the module described in Section 4.3.3.
The results summarized in Figure 5.29 show that the variances are generally smaller than those of
Section 5.1.3. Variance is exhibited mainly in regions where the helicopter transitions from one
mode to another. For higher learning rates variance is also exhibited in the entire region where the
sink rate is reduced from the autorotative value to about 3m s−1.
5.3.5 Noise
The effect of sensor noise on controller performance is investigated using three simulations carried
out using three different noise levels. In all cases the noise is considered to be zero-mean, Gaus-
sian with varying standard deviation. The noise levels are summarized in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Sensor noise levels in the case of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 simulation.
Standard deviation
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Sink rate (m s−1) 0.1 0.2 0.5
Altitude (m) 0.1 0.25 0.75
Rotor speed (RPM) 9 18 27
Figure 5.30 shows the simulation results for the first noise level scenario. The final trajectory is
almost the same with the exception of the flare where the vH and z errors result in a lot of con-
troller correction. For higher noise levels shown in Figure 5.31, the controller output during the
Ω-controlled descent is also affected. The latter occurs because of the design of the controller
that tries to maintain constant rpm and becomes more pronounced as the noise in the rpm mea-
surements increases as shown in Figure 5.32. Additionally the controller output during the flare
also worsens because of the sensors’ inability to accurately pinpoint the altitude and sink rate.
Nevertheless even in the case of the third noise level, the trajectory is not significantly affected.
It should be noted that although the simulation terminates early that does not mean the helicopter
crashed. This is an issue of the design of the simulator, which terminates as soon as the sensors
indicate negative altitude.
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Figure 5.29: The variance of the neural network output with respect to time and helicopter sink
rate for four values of the learning rate parameter in the case of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2.
Larger circles mean larger variance while variances smaller than 10−5 are not shown. For
comparison purposes the thrust coefficient at the corresponding time is also provided.
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Figure 5.30: The trajectory of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 with and without noise under the first
noise level. The crosses correspond to the measurements given by the corresponding sensor.
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Figure 5.31: The trajectory of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 with and without noise under the
second noise level. The crosses correspond to the measurements given by the corresponding
sensor.
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Figure 5.32: The trajectory of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 with and without noise under the
third noise level. The crosses correspond to the measurements given by the corresponding sensor.
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5.3.6 Reaction Time
The delay between failure onset and detection can significantly impact the rotor energy available
during the flare. Although pilot reaction time to such events is typically in the range of 1–2 s,
health monitoring systems can reduce this interval to sub-second duration.
To test the effect of this delay, three simulations are carried out using 1, 2 and 3 s delays. During
the period between failure onset and detection, the controller maintains the blade pitch required for
hovering, resulting in rapid loss of rpm. The results are shown in Figure 5.33.
The results show that the delay time has a similar effect with starting from a lower initial altitude.
The rotor speed reaches maximum allowed rpm at lower altitudes depending on the delay. Never-
theless the trajectories after that and until touchdown are almost identical.
5.3.7 Sampling Rate
The controller was also tested to determine the performance improvement of higher update rates.
Specifically the baseline 10Hz is compared to the trajectories obtained using 20Hz and 30Hz. It
is obvious that the increase in update rate has minimal effect and only in the transition from the Ω-
controlled to the vH-controlled region. This is because the higher rate allows more frequent sensor
measurements in a region of operation where the dynamics are fast. Although higher update rates
reduce the amount of time available to the network to converge, in this case it is not a significant
problem since epochs of size 150 can be achieved even under 30Hz.
5.3.8 Stricter Constraint
The Ω-constraint used in the previous simulations may be considered too relaxed. As a result a
stricter constraint was also tested that allows the rotor to maintain less energy. Specifically the rpm
is allowed to reach 105% the nominal value instead of 120%. In addition, an initial delay of failure
detection of 2 s was used.
The results, summarized in Figure 5.35 show that despite the stricter constraint, the trajectory
of the helicopter is not affected. Specifically the two trajectories meet at an altitude of 6m and
are almost identical until touchdown. Nevertheless the sink rate at touchdown is increased from
0.5m s−1 to 0.9m s−1, since the stall limit is reached a little sooner. Also because of the lower sink
rates allowed, the entire maneuver takes 3 s more to complete. Finally, the delay does not have an
effect since the maximum rpm is reached.
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Figure 5.33: The effect of reaction time on the performance of the Thundertiger Raptor 30v2
controller. Between onset of failure and detection, the helicopter is hovering in place.
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Figure 5.34: Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 controller performance as a function of sampling rate.
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Figure 5.35: Thundertiger Raptor 30v2 controller performance using a stricter Ω constraint.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Extensions
This dissertation presented a novel control design for performing autonomous autorotation with
unmanned helicopters. The results presented in Chapter 5 demonstrate that autonomous autorota-
tion can be used to safely land an unmanned helicopter following severe failures. Furthermore, by
appropriately controlling the sink rate during the descent, it is possible to reduce the risk to people
on the ground. Specifically simulation testing showed successful autorotation of two very different
types of helicopters under disturbances and model uncertainty. Results were also repeatable with
the high accuracy black-box simulation model in X-Plane.
The controller presented, features unique characteristics that contribute to the area of autonomous
autorotation and autorotation optimization. These characteristics include configurability, real-time
operation and constraint handling using an aerodynamics-based internal model of the helicopter.
An additional novelty is the use of cost functions that are designed for reducing the risk to peo-
ple on the ground rather than the helicopter itself. This approach was chosen by realizing that
unmanned aircraft, in contrast to their manned counterparts, are sacrificable and as such human
lives take priority.
Another significant contribution of this research is the reduction of the reliability requirements of
unmanned helicopters. Using the methodology presented in Section 2.4, it is possible to calculate
the required reliability with and without autonomous autorotation capability. The derivations that
follow will be based on the characteristics of the OH-58A helicopter. Additionally the following
fatality probability model parameters are assumed fs = 0.5, fα = 1 · 106 and fβ = 100.
It should be noted that not all failures that lead to a ground impact can be accommodated by au-
tonomous autorotation. To improve clarity of the analysis that will follow, two types of failures
will be identified. The first corresponds to failures that typically result in an uncontrolled ground
impact and which will be henceforth be referred to as catastrophic. A subset of these failures
can be accommodated using an autonomous autorotation system. These will be referred to as
conformable.
Assuming that no autorotation capability is present, the probability of fatality given a ground
impact in the case of the OH-58A helicopter is approximately 45%. Assuming ρp = 200 ppl/km2
the required reliability is ∆TGI = 98,235 h for F f = 1 · 10−7 h−1. If autorotation is used, the
velocity at impact can be reduced to 1m s−1 or lower. As a result the kinetic energy is also lower
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and the probability of fatality will drop to about 2.5%. This means that, if only 10% of the time
a catastrophic failure is also conformable, then the ∆TGI requirement drops to 88,957 h. Further-
more, if in half of the otherwise catastrophic failures autonomous autorotation can be used then
∆TGI = 51,846 h.
An alternative analysis can be used to demonstrate the increased area of operations available to
systems with autonomous autorotation capability. Given that the helicopter has a reliability of
∆TGI = 1 · 105 h, it is only capable of loitering over areas of ρp = 200 ppl/km2 without violating
the target safety level posed in Section 2.4.1. For aircraft equipped with an autonomous autorota-
tion system, flight is possible over areas with ρp = 225 ppl/km2 and ρp = 385 ppl/km2, if 10% or
50% respectively of catastrophic failures are conformable.
The results for the case of the Thundertiger Raptor R30 helicopter are similar although in this case
the fatality probability following conformable failures is zero.
The analysis presented above indicates that introduction of autonomous autorotation in unmanned
helicopters can significantly affect their performance in terms of safety. This can be used as the
basis for a safety argument to aviation authorities towards obtaining operating permits. In the
long-term the presence of an emergency landing system may be considered sufficient for operating
under certain situations or may be required as an additional safety measure in others. In any case
it is anticipated that such systems will facilitate quick, easier and safe integration of unmanned
helicopters in the NAS.
Of course this does not mean that there is no room for improvement and in fact it is hoped that this
dissertation will be the basis for further research into this area and will eventually lead to hardware
implementation of autonomous autorotation and increased safety of helicopter operations. The rest
of this chapter presents possibilities on future research and development based on the autorotation
controller presented in Chapter 4. The first two sections are concerned with improvements on the
controller itself, while the rest discuss the integration of autonomous autorotation capability on
larger systems manned and unmanned and providing complete emergency handling.
6.1 Model Prediction Improvement
Specialized hardware, increased computing availability in newer platforms and software optimiza-
tions can improve the execution speed of the NN-NMPC. Nevertheless there is also the possibility
for improving the speed of the prediction step of the NN-NMPC – which is where the majority
of the computation takes place – using a different algorithmic approach. Specifically, this can
be accomplished by changing the prediction model from the current aerodynamics model to a
properly designed black-box module.
The aforementioned module can then be designed to allow computing the whole prediction hori-
zon in parallel. This can be achieved with the use of a neural network that is trained using an
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autorotation model. Since neural networks are capable of accurately capturing non-linear system
dynamics, the increased execution speed is obtained only at the cost of having to retrain the neural
network when model parameters change.
Alternatively a different prediction module may be used to guarantee convergence by ensuring
that the non-linear optimization problem is convex. This may be possible using polynomial au-
toregressive models which with appropriate variable transformation can be solved using global
optimization techniques [74].
6.2 Ω-constraint Handling
As discussed in Section 4.2.3.2, enforcing the Ω constraint may present problems when the heli-
copter has exceeded its autorotative sink rate. This problem was overcome by imposing a limit on
the time derivative of Ω. Although this solution did provide the required functionality, it has made
the controller more sensitive with respect to noise. This is because the error from both the vH and
the Ω estimation contribute to the calculation of the constraint vector and its associated derivative.
This problem may be exacerbated when the available sensors are limited either because of payload
limitations or because of malfunctions. This is because the state of the helicopter in that situation
would have to be surmised using state observers that may introduce additional error.
A possible solution to this problem is to control Ω by controlling the sink rate of the helicopter.
In that case as the helicopter approaches the upper Ω limit, the collective will be commanded
to rise until the sink rate is equal to the autorotative sink rate. Nevertheless this approach could
possibly allow overshooting and even violation of the constraint if the autorotative sink rate and
the actual sink rate cannot be estimated with accuracy. A more complete approach would require
putting constraints on rpm, its derivative and the sink rate and introducing higher level intelligence
on how to combine them through an expert system. Although the latter approach could handle
disturbances and sensor noise more effectively, there would be significant computational overhead.
6.3 Integration into an Emergency Landing System
Although even by itself an autonomous autorotation controller is a significant safety enhancement
for unmanned helicopters, in the long-term an integrated Emergency Landing System (ELS) is
envisioned. The ELS implements an integrated approach of handling emergencies from detection
to planning and execution, for failures that require fast, and permit safe flight termination.
When the helicopter is flying failure-free, the ELS is monitoring the sensors and the commands
issued by the nominal flight controller. Fault detection techniques like error residuals between
the internal model and the information of the sensors are used to determine the onset of possible
failures. When a failure is detected, the ELS overrides the nominal controller and assumes control
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of the aircraft. Moreover, the nominal controller may also surrender control voluntarily to the ELS
if the former detected a problem or it received such a command from the ground control station.
To accomplish required functionality the ELS is connected to the sensors and actuators aboard the
helicopter in order to be able to fly it in the case of the aforementioned failures. In addition to the
autorotation controller, the ELS also features a fault detection and identification (FDI) and a high
level Contingency Planning (CP) module. The FDI module is responsible for isolating failures that
require an emergency landing and is capable of both independent operation as well as communi-
cating with other health monitoring services on-board the helicopter. The CP module on the other
hand is responsible for determining the remaining functionality of the helicopter and selecting an
appropriate plan of action. Several alternatives are available in the case of emergencies; immediate
vertical autorotation, delayed autorotation after finding a suitable landing location, controlled
crash or returning to base. To safely execute the second and third alternatives, a system is required
that can do basic way-point navigation under failures and determine suitable landing locations or
crash sites. The latter is discussed in more detailed in the section that follows. A block diagram of
the ELS that contains all of the aforementioned modules is presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the proposed Emergency Landing System. The Contingency
Planning module is central in integrating the information from the vision system, other sensors and
the FDI as well as defining way-points and allocating control to the emergency controllers.
The way-point navigation controller can be implemented in various ways. Perhaps the simplest is
as a collection of emergency controllers designed to accommodate different failures. This allows
fast operation with minimal overhead by allowing the CP to select the most appropriate controller
for each situation. The drawback of this approach is handling failures that were not anticipated
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and for which no suitable controller exists. In this case the ELS would need to resort to immediate
autorotation even if better alternatives may exist. Other methodologies that offer on-line identifica-
tion of the new dynamics and controller reconfiguration may offer superior performance, but at the
expense of significant computational burden imposed on the ELS CPU.
A significant characteristic of the ELS is the independence from the nominal flight control archi-
tecture. Although this requires the presence of additional hardware, a small board should be suf-
ficient to implement all required functionality without significantly influencing available payload.
Specifically, the ELS is designed as an independent hardware system with its own CPU, memory
and power supply as shown in Figure 6.2. This will eliminate the risk of failures originating in the
nominal flight control architecture influencing the ELS.
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram of the proposed hardware design of the Emergency Landing System.
The CPU can be a generic µProcessor or it can be designed to support parallel operations to
improve performance. Additionally a second CPU may be introduced to handle the RPY-controller
and sensor fusion tasks.
6.4 The Issue of Finding a Suitable Landing Location
To perform a safe landing, a suitable landing location needs to be determined. Furthermore if
the helicopter has suffered a major failure and is already on an autorotative trajectory, the time
available for finding this location is severely limited. There are three approaches to solving this
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problem; (a) land immediately without attempting to find a suitable location, (b) use GPS data and
predetermined safe areas, and (c) use a vision system to assist with landing.
The first alternative is simple, requires no additional hardware or on-board processing and may be
the only alternative if the helicopter suffers a major failure while flying at a low altitude. The dis-
advantage obviously is that the helicopter may do an approach to an unsuitable location increasing
the risk of injury to third parties and damage to the aircraft itself.
The second alternative requires the on-board storage of the coordinates of safe locations that have
been determined off-line. It can significantly increase the survivability of helicopters, especially
when the latter do not need to land immediately. On the other hand in the case where the terrain
has changed or the helicopter is not able to reach the predetermined safe areas, no improvement in
safety is achieved.
The final approach is to use a vision system. The vision system can provide up-to-date, dynamic
information on the surrounding area and allows the selection of a suitable landing location avoid-
ing people or other dynamic obstacles. On the other hand this alternative has a major drawback
of requiring significant processing power, additional sensors and sophisticated algorithms that
currently are either unavailable or not always reliable. An additional disadvantage is that the per-
formance of optical sensors depends on the light conditions which may not always be suitable.
For small unmanned helicopters the first approach is sufficient since they are typically considered
expendable. On the other hand for larger systems and especially for manned aircraft an effort
needs to be made to ensure the maximum probability of success, even at the expense of hardware
overhead.
6.5 Use in Manned Aircraft
The use of an autonomous autorotation system in manned helicopters is a sensitive matter because
of the presence of the pilot. Pilots are typically trained to handle emergencies and are capable of
performing the autorotation maneuver to save the aircraft. Furthermore they may not be willing to
trust an automated system to take over their aircraft under life threatening conditions. As a result
an Emergency Autorotation Assistance (EA2) system that does not override the pilot in command
is a more suitable solution.
The operating characteristics of the EA2 will be different depending on the state of the helicopter
during the autorotation. Under nominal flight the system independently monitors the health of the
helicopter based on the sensor information available to it. It does not interfere with flight or with
the pilot’s workload.
At the onset of failure the system can warn the pilot of a potential problem, since in some case the
initial response transients after the failure can be slow and not easy to detect. If the roll, pitch or
yaw increase beyond safe limits the system will intervene to stabilize the helicopter. Finally in the
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case of tail rotor failure the system will stabilize pitch and roll while slowly increasing altitude and
reducing yaw rate by applying forward velocity. Nevertheless the EA2 will relinquish control to
the pilot either partially (maintaining pitch/roll stabilization) or fully as soon as the pilot requires
it. Otherwise in the case of main rotor failure, if the pilot does not lower collective and main rotor
rpm drops significantly, then the system will also reduce collective.
During descent the EA2 will only interfere with collective control in the case where the sink rate
or main rotor rpm increase beyond safe operating limits as determined by the helicopter manufac-
turer. If the helicopter has reached the flare altitude and the pilot did not in the meantime assume
control of the aircraft, the EA2 will also be capable of performing the flare and safely landing the
helicopter.
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Appendix A: Case Study
Using the methodology presented in Section 2.4 it is possible to derive the reliability requirements
with respect to ground impact, for various types of UAS and under different scenarios. Three cases
were investigated using ten UAS, five fixed-wing and five rotary-wing. The systems were chosen
to span all sizes and their basic characteristics are shown in Table A.1. A description of each case
and the parameters used is provided in Table A.2. In all the cases the fα and fβ parameters where
given average values of 106 and 102 respectively. The results for each UAS and case are summa-
rized in Table A.3.
Table A.1: Characteristics of five fixed wing and five rotary-wing UAS of various sizes, used for
the case analysis. Source: [31, 80]
Weight (kg) Dimensions (m) Op. Speed (m s−1) Op. Altitude (ft)
RQ-4A Global Hawk 11,612 35.4 (wingspan) 177 65,000
MQ1 Predator 1,021 14.8 (wingspan) 70 20,000
RQ-2 Pioneer 205 5.2 (wingspan) 41 15,000
Neptune 36 2.1 (wingspan) 43 8,000
Aerosonde 15 2.9 (wingspan) 42 12,000
RQ-6 Fire Scout 1,157 8.4 (rotor diameter) 65 20,000
CL-327 Guardian 350 4.0 (rotor diameter) 44 18,000
Rmax IIG 94 3.12 (rotor diameter) 5.6 500
Vario XLV 22 2.5 (rotor diameter) 16 500
Maxi Joker 2 8 1.8 (rotor diameter) 20a 400
a guesstimated
Table A.2: The parameters used for each test case and a description of a possible scenario
corresponding to that case.
Case Pop. Density
(ppl/km2)
fs Description
1 - Easy 50 0.6 Low population density area, where it is assumed
that people can be trained to avoid or take cover
when required, e.g. in surveillance of remote military
installation.
2 - Average 200 0.5 The population density is equal to the standard
population density of 200 ppl/km2 [20]. This scenario
corresponds to operations in suburban regions.
3 - Hard 5,000 0.4 High population density and low sheltering factor. This
case corresponds to the scenario of a search and rescue
operation in a metropolitan area, where several people
are in open areas preoccupied with other tasks.
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Table A.3: Fatality probability and reliability requirements with respect to ground impact
accidents for ten UAS under three different cases.
UAS P(fatality|GI) ∆TGI in hours
Model Easy Average Hard Easy Average Hard
RQ-4A Global Hawk 84.4% 95.0% 99.2% 236,377 1,064,281 27,781,594
MQ1 Predator 55.7% 76.8% 93.4% 43,916 242,082 7,358,637
RQ-2 Pioneer 39.2% 59.7% 83.8% 7,152 43,588 1,528,834
Neptune 24.1% 38.8% 64.2% 1,223 7,879 325,514
Aerosonde 11.1% 17.1% 30.5% 695 4,291 191,553
RQ-6 Fire Scout 47.3% 68.9% 89.5% 16,199 94,241 3,062,423
Guardian 28.3% 45.2% 71.3% 2,475 15,798 623,337
Rmax type IIG 10.6% 16.3% 29.0% 600 3,685 164,090
Vario XLV 5.1% 7.0% 11.0% 198 1,086 42,955
Maxi Joker 4.1% 5.4% 8.0% 93 489 18,336
Although the results are subject to the uncertainties inherent in the parameters and the model
itself, they should be accurate in terms of order of magnitude and for comparing different UAS.
On the other hand, derivation of more detailed models and especially validation of such models
can be quite difficult because of the scarcity of accident data. Nevertheless, conservative models
and estimates have been used in all case studies.
Considering that current manned aviation accident rates are in the order of 10−7 h−1 for air carriers
and 10−5 h−1 for general aviation (Table 2.3), it is obvious that for operations in high population
density areas, UAS will need to exceed this performance.
A similar analysis can be done to determine regions that can be safely overflown given the UAS
reliability. Results of such an analysis are given in Table A.4.
It is noteworthy that a large UAS like the RQ-4A Global Hawk can safely loiter over only 38.8%
of the U.S. area and there will still be 20% of that area that would be unreachable even if it reaches
the accident rate of general aviation. Smaller systems like the RQ-2 Pioneer and the RQ-6 Fire
scout are also limited, since even if they reach the 100,000 ∆TGI limit, many areas, mostly in and
around major cities, remain out-of-bounds.
On the other hand, small UAS will be safe to operate over most areas without high reliability
requirements. It is noteworthy that with even relatively low reliability a large percentage of the
area of the U.S., Europe and Australia will be available to these systems. Nevertheless, although
low reliability may be permissible in terms of security, it is unacceptable due to other factors like
cost.
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Table A.4: The percentage of the US area over which each UAS can loiter without violating set
TLS requirement, based on exhibited reliability. The bold column represents the reliability of
manned general aviation. Population density data: [12].
∆TGI in hours
102 103 104 105 106
RQ-4A Global Hawk 0.4% 7.1% 38.8% 79.5% 96.6%
MQ1 Predator 2.5% 25.6% 64.2% 93.8% 99.0%
RQ-2 Pioneer 14.7% 52.9% 90.3% 98.3% 100.0%
Neptune 43.8% 83.9% 97.2% 99.9% 100.0%
Aerosonde 53.2% 90.4% 98.3% 100.0% 100.0%
RQ-6 Fire Scout 7.7% 40.8% 81.4% 96.8% 99.8%
Guardian 32.7% 72.4% 95.5% 99.5% 100.0%
Rmax type IIG 55.9% 91.5% 98.5% 100.0% 100.0%
Vario XLV 79.1% 96.5% 99.7% 100.0% 100.0%
Maxi Joker 89.4% 98.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Appendix B: Ground Fatality Probability Model Sensitivity Analysis
In Section 2.4, the following model was proposed to calculate the probability of fatality given a
ground impact:
(B.1) P(fatality|exposure) = 1
1 +
√
fα
fβ
[
fβ
Eimp
] 1
4 fs
In this section a sensitivity analysis will be carried out to evaluate the effect of perturbations of the
model inputs and parameters. Typically such an analysis assumes that model inputs and param-
eters are random variables. It is then possible to determine the joint distribution of these random
variables and consequently the distribution of the model output as a function of the characteris-
tics of the random variables. Alternatively each parameter and input can be evaluated separately,
considering the rest known.
Assuming a function g(x) of a random variable x with a distribution function f (x), then its ex-
pected value of g(x) is given by [63]:
(B.2) E
[
g(x)
]
=
∫ +∞
−∞
g(x) f (x) dx
Using the expectation of g(x), it is possible to calculate the bias as:
(B.3) Bias
[
g(x)
]
= g(µ) − E [g(x)]
where µ is the true value of x, and the variance from:
(B.4) Var
[
g(x)
]
= E
[
g2(x)
]
− E [g(x)]2
Nevertheless, the functional form of the model makes an analytical derivation of its expected value
difficult. This is regardless of the assumed probability distribution functions for the parameters and
input and whether they are considered separately or together.
An alternative approach is to consider small perturbations of each parameter and input and cal-
culate their impact on the model. This method, known as infinitesimal perturbation analysis is
typically carried out by taking a Taylor series approximation of the function g(x). Assuming that
f (x) is negligible outside an interval (η − ε, η + ε), E [g(x)] can be approximated as [63]:
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(B.5) E
[
g(x)
] ≃ g(η) + g′′(η)σ2
2
and the variance is:
(B.6) Var
[
g(x)
] ≃ [g′(η)]2 σ2
Holtzman [40] proposed the use of differences instead of derivatives. Although differences provide
less accuracy for approximation purposes, Holtzman asserts that the use of differences is advanta-
geous for sensitivity analysis, since derivatives only allow for very small changes without allowing
one to define how small. As a result he proved that using differences affords higher accuracy, even
for high values of standard deviation.
Using a second order central difference approximation instead of the Taylor expansion, the ex-
pected value of g(x) can be approximated from [40]:
(B.7) E
[
g(x)
] ≃ g(µ) + 1
2
g(µ + h) − 2g(µ) + g(µ − h)
h2
σ2
where µ and σ are the mean and variance of the x random variable. The bias and variance of g(x)
can then be calculated from (B.5) and (B.6).
In this investigation, the perturbation analysis will be carried out for the following three random
variables: x1 = log10 Eimp, x2 = log10 fα and x3 = fs. Each of these variables is considered to be
normally distributed with mean µi and variance σi. Parameter fβ is going to be considered fixed,
with a value of 100. As a result, by substituting in (B.1), the function to be analyzed is given by:
(B.8) g(x1, x2, x3) =
1
1 + 10
x2−2
2 +
2−x1
4x3
In (B.7) a value for h needs to be chosen. For this analysis the value of
√
3σi used in [40] is se-
lected. For each random variable, (B.7) is given by:
(B.9) E
[
g(xi|x j, j , i)
]
≃ g(µi) +
g(µi +
√
3σi) − 2g(µi) + g(µi −
√
3σi)
6
In general biases less than 0.01 and variances less than 5 · 10−3 can be considered to have negligi-
ble effect on the final value.
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For the first case x1 ∼ N(µ1, 0.152) was assumed. This corresponds to 80% certainty that µ1 −
0.5 < x1 < µ1 + 0.5 or that the kinetic energy at impact estimate is within an order of magnitude
from the actual. The bias is presented in Figure B.1 and the variance in Figure B.2.
It is obvious that there is significant bias for low kinetic energies, low fα and low sheltering fac-
tors, especially for fs < 0.3 and Eimp < 1 kJ. Nevertheless, it quickly disappears for higher fα. The
variance can be significant up to fs of 0.5, but only for Eimp < 1 kJ and low fα.
In general the model behaves well with respect to perturbations of the Eimp for fα ≥ 105 and
kinetic energies of at least 100 J.
For the analysis of parameter fα it was assumed that x2 ∼ N(µ2, 0.609). This translates into 80%
certainty that µ2 − 1 < x2 < µ2 + 1 or that the estimate of fα has less than one order of magnitude
error. The bias is presented in Figure B.3 and the variance in Figure B.4.
Some negative bias was exhibited for above average sheltering factors, fα up to 105 and low ki-
netic energies but it didn’t exceed 0.03. The variance in these cases was also significant approach-
ing 0.015.
Finally the sheltering factor was also considered to be normally distributed, more specifically x3 ∼
N(µ3, 0.014). This means that for x3, µ3 − 0.15 < x3 < µ3 + 0.15 is true. The bias is presented in
Figure B.5 and the variance in Figure B.6.
Low kinetic energy in combination with a low value of fα resulted in some bias with respect to
perturbations of the sheltering factor, nevertheless within 0.01. The variance was also very small
and in general less than 10−3.
The perturbation analysis presented cannot be used to make a case on whether the model accu-
rately represents reality. A thorough model validation would require a wealth of experimental
results, some of which are difficult if not impossible to obtain. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that this model is proposed for the calculation of an order of magnitude for UAS ∆TGI and not an
exact value. As a result the biases exhibited will only have a minimal effect on the final outcome
sought.
With the above stated goal in mind some conclusions on the behavior of the model can be drawn.
Although the variance chosen for each random variable was significant, the model was in general
well behaved, with perturbations generally resulting in small biases and variance. An exception to
this was the combination of small kinetic energy and low value of fα and/or fs. This is expected
because in this case the model curve is steep and parameter and input perturbations can result in
significant changes in the model output.
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Figure B.1: The bias calculated for perturbations of the x1 random variable, corresponding to the
log10Eimp as a function of the actual value of x1. The results are given for different values of fα
and fs.
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Figure B.2: The variance calculated for perturbations of the x1 random variable, corresponding to
the log10Eimp as a function of the actual value of x1. The results are given for different values of fα
and fs.
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Figure B.3: The bias calculated for perturbations of the x2 random variable, corresponding to the
log10 fα as a function of the actual value of x2. The results are given for different values of Eimp
and fs.
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Figure B.4: The variance calculated for perturbations of the x2 random variable, corresponding to
the log10 fα as a function of the actual value of x2. The results are given for different values of Eimp
and fs.
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Figure B.5: The bias calculated for perturbations of the x3 random variable, corresponding to the
sheltering factor fs as a function of the actual value of x3. The results are given for different values
of fα and Eimp.
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Figure B.6: The variance calculated for perturbations of the x3 random variable, corresponding to
the sheltering factor fs as a function of the actual value of x3. The results are given for different
values of fα and Eimp.
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